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ABSTRAC'l" 

We study the Lozi mapping f(x,y)=(l+by-alxl,x) acting on 

a compact trapping region in ~2 and prove that its 

Sinai-Bowen-Ruelle measure is stable under small random 

perturbations. This extends the results of Kifer [Kl-31 and 

young [Y21 for Axiom A at tractors to a piecewise hyperbolic 

setting. 
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Int.roduct.ion 

"Mathematicians often face the question - to what extent 

do mathematical models describe processes of the real world 

[K2J. Measurements obtained from experiments are never 

without error. This error, however small at each step, can 

be magnified beyond repair if each new step depends on the 

step or steps before. Thus, valid properties of these 

processes or dynamical systems, are properties which are not 

very sensitive to such cummulative errors. 

It 1s natUral to regard these errors as random 

perturbations of the dynamical system under consideration. 

We then study conditions which persist into the per.turbed 

system. 

There are different ways to consider random perturbations. 

Our random perturbations will be set up along the lines of 

[Sl, [K1, [Y21, et.al. and so we describe this briefly. 

We assume that MdR2 and that we are given a continuous map 

f:M~M. Suppose that as we apply f to any point xeM instead 

of obtaining the precise value fx, the possible outcomes are 

given by the uniform distribution on an e-disk centered at 

fx. Mathematically, one way of describing this situation is 

as follows. 

Let D be the ~-disk centered at 0 and to each point den we 
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assign the function f+d, i.e. f translated by d. 'rhen for 

each xEM, we randomly choose d from D and apply f+d to x. In 

this sense, the perturbation by d depends only on the point 

x. Repeating this process puts us in the context of Markov 

chains with transition probabilities p (Alx) which can be 
& 

described as the probability of x being sent into the set A. 

We see that as e~O, p (elx)~6f ' the point-mass (Dirac) 
& x 

measure at fx. We then look for measures p invariant with 
& 

respect to these transition probabilities, i.e. initial 

distributions under which the Markov chains are stationary, 

and study the asymptotic behavior of p as e~O. 
& 

We remark that in the above explanation, the perspective 

is that of looking at random perturbations of a dynamical 

system in the context of composition of random maps. This is 

the approach taken by young [Y2l and it is the approach taken 

in this paper. In this way the geometry of the dynamical 

systems is completely retained. More probabilistic 

treatments of this problem are used by Sinai [Sl, Kifer [K1l, 

[K2], [K3] 

In 1972 sinai [S1] first approached the problem of random 

perturbations of dynamical systems with complicated 

dynamics, namely Axiom A maps and flows. In 1974 [K1] and 

then in more generality in 1986 [K3l, Kifer proved a 

statement about the stability of sinai-Bowen-Ruelle measures 

of Axiom A diffeomorphisms under random perturbations. Also 



in 1986 Young [Y21 gave similar results, but from the 

different perspective we discussed above. In order to 

explain what is meant by "stability", we briefly discuss 

Sinai-Bowen-Ruelle measures. 

Let U be a trapping region of a hyperbolic attractor A. 
00 
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- n Briefly, this implies that U is an open set, f(U)cU, n f U=A 
n=O 

and at every point xeA, there is a splitting of the tangent 

space T at x, T =EueEs where vectors in EU (the unstable x x 
space) are stretched by Dfx by a common factor (independent 

of x) and vectors in ES (the stable space) shrink by a common 

factor [see e.g. Mane, p. 2531. we want to find a 

probability measure ~ on U which describes the asymptotic 

behavior of the orbits of Lebesgue a.e. point xeU. More 

formally we say that ~ is a Sinai-Bowen-Ruelle measure or 

just S-B-R measure if for Lebesgue a.e. point xEU, 
n-l 

!. I: <5 k n k=o f x 
* 

----+1 ~ 

* * where w indicates convergence in the weak topology, i.e. 
1 n-l k 

11mn~oo n k~o¢(f x) = ~(¢), 

for every continuous function ¢ on M. 

Intuitively, one can think of the S-B-R measure as 

follows. Choose a good point- that is Lebesgue almost 

any point- and trace its f-orblt on a piece of paper and then 

do the same with another good point on another piece of 

paper. The pictures will have the same darkness in any area. 

The S-B-R measure will weigh each set according to this 
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darkness (see pictures 6a and 7a in the appendix). 

The study of such measures evolved from the study of Gibbs 

measures and equilibrium states in ergodic theory (see Sinai 

[SJ and Bowen [BJ). 

It has been shown that a topologically transitive Axiom A 

attractor has a unique, ergodic, S-B-R measure [BJ,[RJ. 

Thus, roughly speaking, the statement "S-B-R measures on 

hyperbolic attractors are stable under random perturbations" 

says that the asymptotic distribution of points in these 

systems is not drastically altered by the cummulative effect 

of small random errors. It is a statement about the 

stochastic stability of such attractors [Y2J. 

More precisely, on a topologically transitive hyperbolic 

attractor: 

(1) if an ergodic S-B-R measure P exists, it is unique and 
o 

has the property that for Lebesgue a.e. point xeU, 
n-1 * 

1 L 6 i w 
n i. =0 f x ) Po' 

(2) if an invariant (with respect to transition probabilities 

fol"" 
p (. I·» measure p exists, s s the~Lebesgue a.e. (as well as P

s 

a.e.) point xeU and a.e. infinite sequence of translations 

* w 

With this notation, the above statement about the asymptotic 

distribution of points not being drastically altered by the 



large n, 
"'-1 

1 L c5 i 
n ~=O f x 

equivalentl v , that p ~p , 0 e;' 

Hence, we can say that 

or 

the 5-B-R measure p is stable 
o 

under random perturbations if p _p as c:_o. 
e 0 

A natural extension of the work of Kifer and Young for 

Axiom A (diffeomorphic) attractors would be to show similar 

results for piecewise hyperbolic diffeomorphisms. It seems 

12 

reasonable to begin with random perturbat~ons of an "almost" 

Axiom A map, l.e. the family of Lozi mappings. The Lozi map 

( x, y) I----. (1+by-a I x I ,y) is continuous and affine except on the 

y-axis. In 1978 Lozi [l] showed that for the parameters 

a=1.7 and b=.5, this map exhibited behavior similar to the 

2 strange attractor of Henon (x,y) I----. (l+by-ax ,x). 

Misiurewicz showed that for a non-empty open set of 

In 1980, 

parametars (a,b) the Lozi mapping did indeed have the 

important qualities of a hyperbolic attractor including 

hyperbolic splittings almost everywhere and a topolog~cally 

transitive attractor. 

In 1985 Young (Yl] showed that (generalized) Lozi maps 

have S-B-R measures. At this same time, Collet and Levy [Cl] 

and Rychlik [R] proved this same result each based on a 

different proof. 

This paper extends some of the results of Kifer and Young 

about Axiom A diffeomorphisms to the family of Lozi mappings. 
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We show stochast~c stab~lity of the Lozi att~acto~, i.e. that 

the S-8-R measu~e on this att~acto~ is stable unde~ ~andom 

pe~tu~bations. With the set-up desc~~bed as above, we give 

a fo~mal statement of this ~esult. 

Let f be the Lozi mapping, R a trapping region for 
00 

the at trac tOf- e, i.e. e:= II rR. 
n=O 

Let °0 be the set of all 

(-translations of f, 1(' 1::;0. Then °
0 

can be J.denr:.ified .vith a 

? 

compact subset of (R-. For $)0, let v be normalized Lebesgue 
$ 

measure on °0 , Let p$ be an invariant meaSUf-e fo'- the 

process defined by the transition probabilities 

p (Hlx) = v (glgXEH). 
$ $ 

Then P tends to the unique 5-B-R measure on e as $--+0. e 

The statement and method of p~oof come f~om Youngs [Y2] 

pape~ with the sim~la~ ~esult fo~ Axiom A att~acto~s. The 

const~uctions ~elating to the Lozi mapping a~e f~om Young's 

[YI] ~esult about the existence of S-B-R measu~es fo~ Lozi 

mappings and f~om Misiu~ewicz's [M] pape~ p~oving 

hype~bolicity and topological mixing p~ope~ties of the Lozi 

mapping. The p~ope~ty of absolute continuity of the stable 

manifolds and uniqueness of the S-B-R measu~e fo~ the Lozi 

mapping follow f~om Collet and levy [Cl]. We note that in 

Katok and St~elcyn [KS], absolute continuity of the stable 
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manifolds is shown in much more generality and this result 

could simply have been applied. However, since the Lozi map 

is almost linear, the proof is straightforward and fairly 

free of notation and we have included it. 

The paper is divided into seven sections plus an appendix. 

Section I: In section I we formalize the definItions of 00 

and Its measure v . 
c:; 

We find a trapping region R for all the 

We show that the attractor determined by the 

Lozi map f on R is the same attractor e as in [M] and we thus 

conclude topologIcal mixing of fie. 

Next, we set up our system of composed maps. We define a 

A ~ 
skew product F:R~R, R:=OoxR, representing the Markov 

chain. Definitions of the transition probabilities and 

invarIant measures for these processes are given. We end 

this section by showing that on R an invariant measure Pc:; 

exists. In this setting we restate the conclusions of the 

theorem. 

Section II: In Section II, we develop the machinery for 

dealing with hyperbolicity. We extend the results of 

Misiurewicz about the existence and abundance of stable 

manifolds. One main result states specifically on what sets 

we can always find linear local stable manifolds of certain 
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length and puts a unifo~m bound on the Lebesgue measu~e of 

these sets. In this same way, we will find sets in the 

att~acto~ on which linea~ unstable manifolds of ce~tain 

lengths exist. In this section, we also p~ove an impo~tant 

theo~em about the existence and abundance of stable manifolds 

at points on unstable manifolds. 

Section III: In section III, we const~uct ou~ fi~st 

F-inva~iant measu~e ~ on R. 
s 

We show some p~ope~tles of this 

measu~e following the development of Young [Y1c who in tu~n 

adapted the ~esults of Lasota and Yo~ke [LY] about expanding 

piecewise C2 functions on the inte~val into itself. 

Section IV: In section IV, we show that the measu~e ~s 

const~ucted in section III has absolutely continuous 

conditional measu~es on unstable manifolds with ~espect to 

Lebesgue measu~e. 

Section V: In section V, we const~uct anothe~ inva~iant 

measu~e P
e 

fo~ the skew p~oduct (R,F) via inve~se limits. 

This measu~e has the property that P2 Pe is P
e

, whe~e 

R R " th "t" RA ~~ p~: ~ lS e p~oJec 10n ( = .. xR). Using the ~esults 
~ 

about topological t~ansitivity shown in section I, we will 
A 

show some e~godic p~ope~ties of this measu~e P
e

. 
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Section VI: In section VI, we will show that ~£ and 

p are in fact the same measure. 
£ 

In doing this, we will 

develop the nece5sary machinery for showing the so-called 

absolute continuity of the stable foliation property. This 

development is generalized from results by Collet and Levy 

~ CL ] . 

Section VI I: Finall~, in this section we will carefully 

examine the limit as £~O of the projected measure P2~£' 

~sing the property of absolute continuity of the stable 

foliation we show that the limit is the unique 

Sinai-Bowen-Ruelle measure on R. Applying results of section 

It follows that 0 tends toward this unique 
£ 

S-B-R measure as ~~O and we have indeed proved the theorem. 

APPENDIX: :n the appendix, the main theorem is proven 

pictorially. In figures (la-Sa), the orbit of the point 

: 0, .5) is plot ted. However, in each successive image the 

amount of error (i.e. £) allowed is reduced. In figures 

f5a-6a), the amount of error is "zero", but in figure 6a, a 

dif~erent point (.2,-.4) is arbitrarily chosen tc illustrate 

the existence of a S-B-R measure, i.e. to show that Lebesgue 

almost every point in R tends toward the same asymptotic 

distribution. A copy of the BASIC program used is included. 
m 

-------------
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Section I: Basic Definitions~ Notations and 

Statement of the Main Theorem 

Let f:~z~~z be the Lozi mapping, i.e. 

f(x,y):=(l+by-alxl,x) . 

As mentioned in the introduction, Hisuiurewicz [H) proved 

several properties of the Lozi mapping for certain parametars 

of a and b. The conditions required were: 

(1) O<b<l, a>l 

(2) a>b+1. 

(3 ) 2a+b<4 

( 4) a > !./3b2+4+ 
2 

.;(3b 2+4)2_ 32b 3 

2 
( 5 ) b < a -1 

2a-l 

(6) afl >b+2 

We will also use these conditions (see figure 1). 

In section I, conditions (1)-(3) will be used to find a 

trapping region, i.e. a compact subset R of ~z such that 

f(R)cint(R). Then, using conditions (1)-(6), we quote 

Misiurewicz's [M] result about topological mixing on the 

attractor. 

In section II, statements regarding hyperbolicity 

will be proved from conditions (1) and (2). Conditions 
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(1)-(3) and (5) are then used to show that in some sense 

stable manifolds abound. 

For the construction of our first invariant measure for 

the skew product in sections III and IV we will need to know 

how much unstable manifolds expand before hitting the 

singularity. This result requires conditions (1)-(3) and 

(5)-(6) • 

In section v, where our second invariant measure is 

constructed, we will need the topological mixing property 

proved in section I and hence conditions (1)-(6) are 

required. 

Finally, sections VI and VII require results from sections 

II, IV and V and again we must use conditions (1)-(6). 

b 

Figure 1 

b=l 

shaded region represents 
parametar values for (a,b) 
satisfying c:onditions (1-6) 

b=0 
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We note that the set of possible values of "a" and "b" 

that satisfy all of the above conditions is non-empty and 

open; also, conditions (1) and (5) imply (2), conditions (1) 

and (6) imply (2) and conditions (1) and (6) imply (4). 

We make formal the definitions mentioned in the 

introduction. Our development of the skew product-Markov 

chain type systems follows Young (Y21, our remarks concerning 

the Lozi mapping follows Young (Y1) and our definition of a 

trapping region is a combination of ideas from Misiurewicz 

(M) and Rychlik (Ry). 

Definitions 1.1: For 6>0 define 

z z o = 06(f) = n6:={h:~ ~~ :h = f+w where Iwl So}, i.e. 

hEn ~ h(x,y) = (l+by-alxl+w ,x+w) where Iw 1+lw IS 6. 
1 Z t z 

That is, 0 is the set of all random translations of the Lozi 

mapping f by a distance less than some fixed constant 6. 

Letting A = {h:~z~~z I h = f + w, w e ~z}, it is clear 

that h=f+w~w is a one-to-one correspondence between A 

and ~2. It follows that under the induced Euclidean 

topology 0 is a compact subset of ~. 

Denote by nZ 
the bi-infinite product +00 n n. Then 

-00 

gen ~ g = ••• g-t ogo og+1· .., gi. e 0, Vt€il!.. 

We give oZ the product topology and it is then clear that oZ 

is a compact subset of the set AZ. 

( O'g ) .:= g. Vi.eZ 
~ ~+t 

(the right 

-------------



shift operation). It is easy to see that 0 is continuous. 

Denote 9 0". og by 
k-~ 0 

Then k k k F (g,X)=(O' g,g X) 

by 

k 
9 

and 

F ( 9 , X ) := ( O'g ,g X). 
o 

and 
-1 -1 -k 

9 -k o. • • 0 9 _~ by 9 

-k -k-k F (g,X)=(o g,g X). 
~ If v is a probability measure on 0, let v denote the 

product measure on oZ. 

Z z Z Z z z Let p:o x~ ~O and p:O x~ ~~ be the projections 
1 z 

onto the first and second factors respectively. 

20 

Denote the y-axis by s. Then S1:=f(S) is the x-axis. Let 

i S i :=f (S) and for Z g.;:O , let i S i (g) : =g (S), isZ. Note that 

VheO, h is a differomorphism on each of the left and right 
-1 planes and f is a diffeomorphism of each of the upper and 

lower half planes. In particular 
-~ 1 f (x.y)=(y, 5(-1+x+a Iyl)) and if h=f+(w1 ,w2 ) then 

and h-1 is a -1 1 
h (x,y)=(y-w2,~(-1+x+aly-w21-w1)) 

diffeomorphism of the half planes y~w2 and y~w2' 

Define c5-:=(a+l)·c5. Then heOc5 implies Ih-1-f-1 1<c5-. 

Further VheO: 8hi +a 8hi _ 
b 

8hz 1 
8hz _ 

O. iJy = 8y - 8x = 8y -

Therefore Jac(h) = b < 1 and h is volume decreasing. Also, 

18h11_18hll_18hZI_18hzl 
iJx 8y iJx 8y = a-b-l > O. For a point XelRZ

, XeS, 

denote the tangent space of ~z at X by TX ~ ~z. In ~z we 

define the ~-cone to be the set of all radius vectors which 

make an angle ~ ~ with the x-axis. Thus, if by C(X) we 

denote the 4So-cone, we have C(X) is mapped by Dh(X) strictly 
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inside C(h(X». The inequality 

further implies that restricted to these cones the action of 

Dh when projected onto the x-axis is uniformly expanding. 

We note that as long as xeS, there is a open ball B 

containing X such that hlB is linear and thus the action of h 

on B is equivalent to the action of Dh(X) on the tangent 

Z space to IR at X. 

Let d( .,-) represent Euclidean distance in IRz. 

A Trapping Region 

For some T>O, we define a region R=MnH 1nH 2 where 

where 

._ Z > _1 a+~z+4b _ 1 1 
M.- {(x,y)eR I y - b( 2 )(x T 1-a-b)+1-a-b }, 

H1 := {(x,y) eR2 1 y ~ _~(-a+~)(X-l=be -T) }, 

e · -. -

{(x,y)eRZI y ~ a=be(X-1 =be -T) 

1(-a+./a2+ 4b ) D 2 (see figure 2). 

The region R is a triangle. We note that f has two fixed 

points. For the moment, assume T=O. Then M passes through 

1 1 
the fixed point Y=(l-a-b'l-a-b) in the third quadrant. 

Indeed M is a local stable manifold through this point and f 

maps Minto M 1 On the other hand Hl is the unstable 

1 1 
manifold through the fixed point X=(l+a-b'l+a-b) of f located 

in the first quadrant. Also, f(H
l

) = H
1

UH
2

. still 

if actually maps the part of M in the left half-plane, which 

is denoted by i, into the part of M in the lower half-plane. 
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considering T=O we have that the triangle with vertices 

P1,f(P1),f(P1) is the triangle F, which we will denote by E, 

of Misiurewicz's paper (see figure 2). After we show that R 
00 

is indeed a trapping region, we will show that 
00 

n fnE = 
n=O 

n fnR 
n=O 

a fact which in turn allows us to use the conclusions 

of 1M] about this set. 

Thus the lines H1 ,H2 and M seem to form natural barriers. 

The slope of the line H1 is -e. The addition of T creates a 

true trapping region, i.e. a compact set which is mapped into 

its interior. This is necessary for random perturbations. 

" 42 
Proposi~ion 1.2: Let R:=OoxR. We assume: 

(1) O<b<l, a>l; (2) a>b+1 and (3) 2a+b<4. Then, there 

exists T>O and 6>0 such that t(R) c intR and for any 
" 

6~6, F(R) c IntR. 

The role of 6 is to ensure that when we fix 0, it has all 

of properties we need. 

Proof: Again, for the moment, assume T=O. Then 

f(p1)e P2 PS' f(P2)=P1' f(p3)e OPt' f(P4) is in the III 

quadrant and f(pS)e P3 P4' We will show that with T>O we get 

basically the same picture, i.e. we see that f(P1 P2) is 

parallel to H1 and f(P 2P3)=l is parallel to H2 and the points 

P1,P2""PS are mapped into the interior (see figure 2). 
1 Note that 9<1 and 9(a+b9)=1. Define P:=1-b9' The 

technical details of the proof are divided into four parts. 



Figure 2 
Trappi"g Regio" R 
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We show (i) f(Mn{x~O}) c intM and (ii) f(P1) c intM 

(intuitively, points tend away from a stable manifold), (iil) 

the points P1,P2,P3,P4 are mapped by f inside of H1nH 2 (and 

that P3 in fact exists as pictured) and then (lv) 

f(pS)eintH 1nH 2 and the line l joining f(P3) and f(pS) has 

1 
slope = a-be = slope of the line defining H2 (intuitively, 

points tend toward unstable manifolds). 

Part (i). 

defining M. 

Denote by C the left (x~O) part of the line 

111 
The endpoint of C is q:=(0'be(T+1 - a - b )+1-a-b) 

and another nice point on l is the "almost" fixed point Y:= 

1 1 
(1-a-bIT'1-a-b)' To show that f(Mn{y~O})cintM it is clear 

that we need only to show that f(l)cintM. For this, it 

suffices to show that f(Y)cintM and the line i' joining f(q) 

-1 
and f(Y) has slope = be = slope of t. 

1 1 
f(Y) = (l-a-b + aT'1_a_b +T). Since a>1, f(Y) is clearly to 

the right of and up from Y and hence is in intM VT>O. Also, 

1 1 b -ae+1 T 
f(q)=(1+e(T+ 1 - a - b )+1-a-b ,O)=(e(l-a-b) + e ,0). From here 

e -1 
it follows easily that the slope l' is ae=r =be as required. 

1-e Note d(f(l),l)=T(-e-)' (*) 

Part (ii): Pl=(P+T,O) so f(P1)=(1-ap-aT,p+T). To shov that 

f(p1)cintM, we want -1 1 1 
y > be(x-T-1 - a - b )+1-a-b , ie. that 

be + l+be 
- y - x < -T a+b-l' Substituting for f(P1) we want: 

-bee ph)-l l+be . 
+ a(p+T) <-T + a+b-l' which substitutlng for p 

and e is: a-1 l+be 
1-be + T(a+l-be) < a+b-1' Letting 
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A:=(a+l-b8)(a+b-l)(1-b8»O this condition is equivalent to: 

I(4-3a-2b+~2+4b) = I(4-2a-b+~2+4b-a-b) > T·A 

By condition (3) 4-2a-b=h1 >O and clearly ~2+4b -a-b = h 2>O. 

(**) 

it follows that f(P1)eintM and d(f(P1),l) > ; (*) 

Part (iii) (1) f(P 1 )=(1-ap-aT,p+T) has a positive 

y-coordinate so we need only show that f(p 1 )eint H1 . So we 

want y <-8(X-p-T). Note that for f(P1): P+T-x-(l+a)y=l. We 

look at the expression 

8(p+T-(1-a(p+T» = 
p+T 

8[(1+a)- 1 + ~(l+a)] 
P P 

1 + !. 
= 8[b8+a+(T/p)(1+a)] = 

l+(T/p) 
P 

= l+e(T/p)(l+a) = p+8T(1+a) .. 
l+(T/p) P+T' Substltutlng x=l-ap-aT, y=p+T 

• e(p+T-X) = p+8T(1+a) • (p+T)8(p+T-X) = 
y P+T y ( p +eT ) ( 1 +a ) 

eT 
~ y =e(p+T-X)+ p-[P+T-x-(l+a)y] 8T =e(p+T-X)-p- < -8(X-p-T) VT. 

It follows that f(p 1 )Eint(H1nH 2 ) 

8T 

VT>O (**) 

and the d(f(Pl),8(H 1nH 2 » > p- . ( * ) 
(2) P2=(O,e(p+T» so f(P2)=(1+b8(p+T),O)=(p+b8T,O). Since 

p+beT < P+T , it follows immediately that 

f(p2)eint(H 1nH 2 ) VT>O (**) 

and d(f(P2),o(H1nH 2 » > (l-be)T (*) 

(3) We need to show that P3=(O, -!~~;» actually is above the 

point q , i.e that -(P+T) > ~(T+ 1 )+ 1 Letting 
a-b8 b8 1-a-b I-a-b 

... 
t:=a(1-a-b)(1+b8), this condition is equivalent to 

(1-b8)(1+b8)(a-b8) > b8(a+b-1) + T·t After several 
.... 

caluculations this becomes: a+be > b(1+2be)+T·t , ~t/a8. 



But a+be > b(a+be) > b(l+be+be) by conditions (1) and (2). 

Let o:=(a+be)-b(1+2be) then if T<O/t (** ) 

it follows that P3 exists as pictured. 

b(P+T) 
Now to show f(p3)eint(H 1nH 2 ); f(P3)=(1- a-be ,0). Since 

1_b (P+T) < P+T, again it is immediate that f(p3)eintH
1

nH 2 . a-be 

(4) By part (i), it suffices to show P4 is between Y and q 

and that f(Y)eintH 2 . 

1 y = a_be(X-p-T) and y 

calculation shows 

The point P4 is the intersection of 
-1 1 1 

= be(x-1- a - b T)+l-a-b A tedious 

p = «l+be)(a-be) + be 
4 a(l-a-b) a(l-be) + T 

(l+be) 1 
, a(l-a-b) +a(l-be» 

Since the slope of l is negative, we need only show: 

x-coordinate of Y < x-coordinate of P4 <0. 
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The right inequality follows from the above discussion of P3' 

Th 1 ft 1 lit i 1 < (l+be) (a-be) + be 
e e nequa y s: 1-a-b a(l-a-b) a(l-be) or 

1 + _1_ > a-be 
1-a-b l-be 1-a-b or or 

Substituting for e, we need 2ae>0 which is true. 

part (iv): we do not work with Ps rather we take the point s 

-a 1 on the intersection of the line S_l: y = ~x -b as our second 

point for the line t; 

-1 
s = «l-be)(a-be) 

be e+ae-be2 a 
-a-beo T'b(a-be)(l-be)+a-beo T) . 

-1 
f(s) = (O'(l-be)(a-be) 

1 - (a-be)'T) so that the slope of f(l) 

is 
1 ClIp + be OT 

a-be a-be 
p + beT 

1 
= a-be as required. 

Now, let - 1-e T<min(h/A,o/t,l) and let 2o<min(T'(-e-)T). 
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Then the proposition follows .• 

Recall from the above that E = triangle with vertices 

P,fP,£2p where P=(l-~e'O) is Misiurewicz's triangle. In [M1, 

it was shown that EcintG where E was a trapping region for E 
00 

and that the e = n fnG = 
n=O 

Proposition 1.3: For sufficiently small T>O, 

Proof: By the above remark, it suffices to show fnRcG for 

+ some ne2. Since E c int(G), for sufficiently small T, the 

part of R close to E must be in G. So the only difficulty is 

in showing the rest of R (the points near M) eventually get 

into G. A geometrical plan for showing this 1s given; 

the actual calculations being horrendous (see figure 3). 

2 Let l denote the line that passes through fp and f p. Let 

~ be the line l shifted to the left by T. Let P be the area 

to the right of the line~. We consider RnP. Recall that 

the upper and lower bounds of R are the lines defining E 

shifted to the right by some T>O. Clearly if T is 

sufficiently small, RnPcG. 

It is easy to calculate that f3pcint E and that f(l1)=l2' 

f(l2)=l3' Let f(Z)=lhl3 and let Z be the corresponding point 

on l2' Let T be the triangle in R whose sides are (1) the 

line through fp and Z, (2) the line through fp and fZp and 
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Figure 3 
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2 (3) OR. f maps the triangle fp,Z,f p to the triangle 

f 2p,f(Z),f 3p cE so for sufficiently small T we have f(T)cG. 

Finally, by direct calculation, one can find Ne2+ such that 

f N(P4)cTUP and fN(PS)cTUP. This implies fN(R)cTUG and 

f N+1 (R)cG as desired. s 

Again, choose 6 < T/2. 

Theorem 1.41 eM} Assume 0~6 is fixed and 

(4) a > !~3b2+4+~3b2+4)2-32b3 
2 

(6) aYZ> b+2. Then 

and 

(1) 6:=cl(WuX) where wUX is the global unstable manifold 

through the fixed point X of f (in the I quadrant). 

(ii) fie is topologically mixing .• 

NOW that we have our trapping region, we continue with our 

development of the perturbed system and state our main 

theorem. 

Definitions 1. 6: 

Assume that 0>0 is fixed so that propositions 1.2, 1.3 and 

theorem 1.4 are valid. The following formalizes the 

description of our setup as given 1n the introduction. 

(a) For &<0, we define a probability measure Vc on no in 

the following way. For ~>o, YeRz define 
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D~,y is a diamond shaped region with radius ~ centered at y. 

It is clear that n6~o 0 via ~(f+(wl,W2»=(wl,w2)' Denote , 
* normalized Lebesgue measure on D~,y by A~,y' 

i . e. v (A) =A 0 ( ~( A) ) • 

Let v =~ A 0' 
6: S, 

s s, 

(b) For XeR, let Ps(· IX) be a transition probability on 

the Borel subsets of R defined by 

Remarks: (i) For XeR, A~(R), P (AIX)=A fX(D fXnA) and s s, s, 

hence p (. IX) «A := normalized Lebesgue measure on R. 
s 

(ii) Also, from (a), it is clear that as 6 ~ 0, v&-4 Of 

uniformly and thus p&(. IX) ~ Of X uniformly, VXeR. 

(iii) Consider the map X 1-4- pC'lx), p('IX) a probabllity 

on ~CR). This map is said to be continuous on R if for all 

continuous ~:R_lR the map x......-f 4>(y)p(dyIX) is a 
R 

continuous function from R~~. From our definition we 

easily see that X I----+p (. IX) is continuous, "'16<0, 
& 

(c) A Borel probability measure p on R is said to be 

invariant (or a stationary initial distribution) for 

transition probabilities p('/X), XeR if VA~(R), 

p( A) = f p (A I X) dp( X ) • 
R 

Proposit.ion 1.6: (1) If Xl-4-p('IX) is continuous, then an 

invariant measure exists, 

(2) If p(' IX) « Lebesgue measure for every X, then so are 



the invariant measures. 

(3) Suppose for &>0, P is an invariant measure e 
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cooresponding to transition probabilities Pe and Pel' IX)~6fX 

uniformly in X as &~O, then all limit points of pare 
& 

f-invariant. 

Proof: In the proof of this same proposition for f an Axiom A 

diffeomorphism, Young [Y21 uses only the facts that f is 

-1 
continuous and 0fX(B>=OXf (B). Since the Lozi mapping is a 

homeomorphism, these facts follow. a 

Defini~ion 1.7: Let f:R~R. An f-invariant Borel 

probability measure p on R is called a Sinai-Bowen-Ruelle 

measure if there is a set UcR of positive Lebesgue measure 

such that for every continuous function ~:R~~, 

for Lebesgue a.e. XEU. We note 

that if U=R, then p is unique. 

We restate our main result. 

Theorem 1.8: Let f be the Lozi mapping, R the trapping 

region and e the attractor, Let 0>0 be 

sufficiently small. For each e>O, let v be the Borel e 

probability measure on °0 as defined above and let Pe be an 

invariant measure for the process defined by 

p (AIX):=v {g:gXeA}. Then p tends to the unique S-B-R 
e e & 

measure on e as &~O. 
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Section lIs Stable and Unstable Manifolds 

In this section, we will extend the results of Misiurewicz 

(M] about the existence of hyperbolic splittings, stable and 

unstable manifolds in our perturbed system. We will find 

sets ~ (and Xu) in R such that at any point (g,X) not in ~ 
01 01 0( 

(Xu) linear stable (unstable) manifolds of length ~ 01 exist 
01 

(Corollary 2.7). For this, we need conditions (1) 0<b<1, a>1 

and (2) b+1<a. We show also that ~2H~(~) uniformly tends 
5 01 

toward zero as 01 ~ 0, where ~ is normalized Lebesgue measure 

on R (Theorem 2.8). 

Finally, we will show that on any line W in the unstable 

cone (e.g. a horizontal line), the set of points xeW not 

having linear stable manifolds of length ~ a uniformly goes 

to zero as 01 ~ 0, a result that we will need in section VI 

(Theorem 2.10). For this, we need conditions (1) and (2), 
a 2-1 

(3) 2a+b<4 and (5) b<2a+l . 

In order to prove the above mentioned theorems, we 

construct several sets, some defined on R and others defined 
'" 

on the product space R. These sets will also be used many 

times in future sections. All of these sets are independent 

of e. In fact, all of the results in this section are 

independent of e. 
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Some General Lemmas 

Let u>l and c<l, v>l and &<1 be real numbers to be fixed 

later. Let 1T
1

: IRz _IR and 1'2 :lRz_1R be the projections 

onto the first and second coordinates, respectively. Assume 

conditions (1) and (2) on "a" and "b". 

As mentioned above, the following sets will be used over 

and over when speaking of the points where stable and 

unstable manifolds of lengths 2-n or ~ exist. 

Definition 2.1: Recall S Is the y-axis. Define for each 

+ ne2 , the sets: 
n -k -k -n + An:={(g,X)eRld(g X,S) ~ 4'u 2 V ke2 } 

Ln k:= 02 x {XeRz I d(X,S)=11T1 (X) I < 4'2-n u-k and , 
for each ~>o, the sets: 

K~:={(g,X)eR I d(g-k(X),S)I<~'u-k for some ke2+} and 

z -k 
L~,k:={(X,y)eIR Ilxl<~'u }. 

k Recall 9 :=gk_1 o ... og0' Denote by wk the y-translation of 

gk' i.e. gk=f+(Wk,Wk )· Then, as per our notation in section 

I, {y=w1 } := S1(g). Define 

k k -n + nn:={(g,X)eR d(g (X),{y=wk_1 }) ~ c 2 VkeZ} 
s n k k + 

K~:={(g,X)eR d(g (X),{y=wk_1})I<Q'c for some keZ } 

P k:={(x,Y)elRzllxl<wc.~.ck}. 
~, 

Lelllmla 2.2: (1) + The sets An and nn are closed Vne2 . 

(11 ) The sets: P k' L k and L k 
~, ~, n, are open 



v~>o and V k,ne 2+,. 

Propost.ion 2.3: and 

u -k -k Proof: (i) If (g,(X,y»eK
ot

, then In10g (x,y)I<~'u ~ for 

+ -k some keZ, That is, 9 (x,y)eL k or equivalently 
01, 

k 2 (g,(x,y» e F (0 xL k)' 
01, 

(ii) Let ~ be the maximum contraction in the stable 
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direction by f (and hence V heD), A simple calculation sho'Ws 

that'W is finite, If d(gk(X),{y=~_l})<OI'ck then 

k-l k k-l d(g (X),S)<w'~'c = 'W'c'O!'c If (g,X)eKS then 
01 

k-l k-l + d(g X,S)<wc'~'c for some keZ , that is 

k-l Z -k+l 2 
F (g,X)eO xPot,k-l and (g,X)eF (0 xPot,k-l), Hence 

s ~ 00 -k 2 
K c {( g, X ) eR I d ( X, {y=<..> l} < ot )} U k U (F (0 uP k ) nR ) , 

ot - =0 01, III 

Existence of Stable and Unst.able Manifolds 

We 'Wish to extend "Lemma 3" of Misiure'Wicz [MI about 

the existence of linear local stable and unstable manifolds. 

Recall the definitions of stable and unstable manifolds, 

namely: Let T:X~X be a (piecewise) diffeomorphism 

(i) the stable manifold Ws(x) of a point xEX is the set 

WS(x):={yeXllim d(Tn(X),Tn(y»=O}. 
n .... oo 



It is clear that T(Ws(X»=Ws(T(X». We note, for the Lozi 

mapping if, Ws(x) exists then it is an (infinitely often) 

broken line. 

A linear local stable manifold of a point x is a line 

segment WcWs(X) such that d(x,OW»O. We note that such 

objects may exist for the Lozi mapping because it is 

piecewise linear, generally they do not exist. 
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(il) the unstable manifold Wu(x) of a point xeX is the set 

WU(X):={yeXllim d(T-n(X),T-n(y»=O} 
n+oo 

A linear local unstable manifold of a point x is a line 

segment WcWu(X) such that d(x,OW»O. 

We remark that one does not usually speak of unstable 

manifolds existing at all pOints. This is because many 

points leave the trapping region in backwards time and thus 

their behavior is neither relevant nor can it necessarily be 

controlled. Thus, although we may speak about unstable 

manifolds at arbitrary points, when applying results about 

unstable manifolds we will restrict ourselves to points in 

the attractor, i.e. to the points which in backwards time do 

not leave the trapping region. 

Proposition 2.4: eM] For X~S, f is differentiable and 

the tangent space TX of ~z at X exists. Then, letting 

and b 
u:=c 



we have 

a. VX~z such that f is differentiable at all points 

fk ( X ), k = 0 , 1, • • • 

s EXcTX such that: 

, there exists a one-dimensional subspace 

b. Similarly, VX~z such that f is differentiable at all 

-k points f (X), k=O,l, ... we have a one-dimensional subspace 

u 
EXCTX such that: 

UDfk (tl ) II~uk Utili 

c. if x~z such that f is differentiable at all points 

fk(X), k=O,±1,±2, ... then TX = E~ e E~.a 

Remarks: 1. O<C<b<I<~ follows from conditions (1) and (2). 

2. The proof uses a standard invariant cones argument (i.e. 
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showing that certain cones are mapped inside of themselves). 

We mention, for later reference, that the unstable cone at 

x is the set of all radius vectors in TX with slope m where 

Iml~ c and the stable cone at X is the set of all radius 

vectors in TX with slope m where Iml~ b/c=u. 

Let Rg be the fiber in Rover g, gee2 

Let T be the tangent plane at (g,X)eRgi g,X 

~ ~2, where Tx is the tangent plane to R at x. 

Define 

whenever go is differentiable at x. Then 
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OFk(tI)= i k k X
o 09k_l 0 ' ,.o09Ioogooi-lX(tJ) and 

9 C'g,g g, 

OF- k (tI) = i -k -k
X 

oOg -k1 o ••• oog -11 oi-1
x 

(tJ) , k~l. 
9 a g,g - - g, 

Proposition 2.5: 

~ z k a. V(g,X)eO x~ such that 9 is differentiable at X Vk~O 

there exists a one-dimensional subspace ES(g,X)CT X. g, 

IIDF~(tJ)1I !S ckUtJII for every tJeEs(g,X) and 

DF (Es(g,X»=Es(og,g X). 
9 0 

2 z k b. V(g,X)eO x~ such that g- is differentiable at X Vk~O 

there 

2 z k-k c. V(g,X)eO x~ such that 9 and 9 are differentiable at 

X Vk~O then u S 
T(g,X) = E (g,X) $ E (g,X), 

z Proof: Note VheO, (Oh)y=(Oh)x=(Of)x VX,YeR \S. Let 

gf= ... fff ...•. For gen
2

, define ~g,x:T(g,X)---+T(gr'X) to 

be the map ~g,x = igr,XOi~~x .Then for any gen
2 

and any XeR
z 

such that go 1s differentiable at X, the following diagram 1s 

commutative (see figure 4 for case veEs(g,X»: 
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OFg 
v E T(g,X) OFg(tI) E T (O'g,goX) 

:r 1 1 :r g,X OF O'g,goX 
gr 

v e T OFg(tI) Ei T 
(gr'X) r (gf'fX) 

) 

~,x 

) 

Figure 4 
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So OF =3"' oOF 03"'-1 where the map OF is the map Of 
9 (O'Cj,gOX) gr (g,X) gr 

of proposition 2.4 and thus, the proof of proposition 2.4 

applies'
lI 

Proposi t.ion 2.6: Let .( g, X) e cl·x[Rz. 

(a) If d(P2oF-k(9,X),S) ~ a'u-k for some a>O and Vk~O then 

the segment IX+t~~ I It/<aJ (where ~~ is a vector in the 

unstable direction at X whose projection onto the x-axis is a 

unit vector) is a local (linear) unstable manifold at x. 
... Z 

(b) Let (g,X) <CR, geQ such that gk=f+(w1k,wk ). If 

d(P2oFk(g,X),lY=Wk_l}) ~ a·ck for some a>O and Vk~O then the 

segment lX+tv; I Itl<al (where ~; is a unit vector In the 

stable direction at X) is a local (linear) stable manifold at 

X. 

Proof: Part (a) of the proposition follows immediately 

from the fact that F is linear in the left and right half 

planes For example, let (g,X) be a point as in (a). Then 

the cone whose horizontal length from F-k(9,X) is at least 

-k i au will always be mapped by F to a cone whose horizontal 
-k+i length is at least au and whose length at (g,X) is at 

least a. 

Part (b) of the proposition follows from the fact that 
-1 , F R k is linear on the O'g ... 

the fiber over 9 in R)'g 



Define for 01>0: 

~:={(g,X)eR I 9 x {X+tu~ Iltl<OI} is not a local stable 

manifold at (g,X)}. 

~:={(g,X)eR I 9 x {X+tu~ Iltl<OI} is not a local unstable 

manifold at (g,X)}. 

Corollary 2.7, 

~c KS c {(g,X)eRld(X,{y=w l}<OI)} 
01 a -

U 00 k 2 
~ eKe u F (0 xL k)nR. 

01 01 k=o a, 

00 -k ;2 
u U (F (0 xE' k ) fiR ) • k=o 01, 

Proof: Follows immediately by the above proposition 2.6 and 

proposition 2.3 .• 

Recall ~ is defined as normalized Lebesgue measure on R. 

Theorem 2.8: There exists a constant ~>O such that 

2 s 
v x~(K ) ~ ~'OI Va>O. 

6: a 
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The constant ~ will depend only on the Lozi map f (that is, 

on the parametars "a" and "b" and on the Lebesgue measure of 

the trapping region R). In particular, ~ is independent of s. 

Proof: By corollary 2.7: 
... 00 -k 2 

~c K! c {(g,X)ERld(X,{y=w_1}<0I)} U k~o(F (0 xE'a,k)nR). 

Slnce R is bounded, 3(>0 such that 
... 

~{(g,X)eRld(X,{y=w_l}<OI)}«'OI and such that 

------------------------------------
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~ k + 
~(P knR)~a'('c, Va and ke2 , 

01, 

we have z for all A&$(~ ) and for 

all combinations hieD, Hence, 

2 -k 2 " 
v x~(F (n xP k)nR) = a, 

2 -k 2 " 
~ v x~(F (0 xP knR» a, 

2 d(v x~) = 

by Fubini's Theorem. 

Since u>l we have 

~ a( 2( ) a' 2( 
l-(l/u) = l-c/b 

We head now towards our second major result in this 

section, namely that given any line W in the "unstable cone", 

Lebesgue a.e. point of W has a linear stable manifold of some 

length greater than zero. 

Lemma 2.9: A minimum angle 0 exists between a line in the 

stable and a line in the unstable cone and this angle has the 
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properties that tan0>.3 and sin0>.28 . 

Proof': Recall that the "unstable cone" at X is the set of 

all radius vectors in Tx with slope m where Iml~ c and the 

"stable cone" at X is the set of all radius vectors in TX 

with slope m where Iml~ b/c=u . 
a 2-1 We note that conditions (3) 2a+b<4 and (5) b< 2a+l imply 

a 2-1 
b~.5, namely the lines 2a+b=4 and b= 2a+l intersect at the 

point bS.47 and the area bounded by the inequalities has 

maximum "b" value at this point (see figure 1). 

Figure 5 

On the other hand, as pictured in figure 5, we see that: 

Then 1-( 
b< 1+( or 

tan<:> -tan0 2 1 = b/c - c 
1+ b/coc = b-c2 

c(l+b) = 

for some t;>O. 

1-{ 
.5< 1+1; • It follows that t;=.3 satisfies 

the above inequality. Hence tan0 >.3, 0 >.29 and sin0 >.28 •• 
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Fix geQ and let W be a line segment in the unstable cone 

of some (and hence every) xeW, WcRg ' Assume d(W,S1(g» > R 

for some R>O. Denote by l(') the Lebesgue measure of the 

line (.). Since WcRg ' l(W)<oo; we assume l(W»O. The 

following idea as well as parts of the proof comes from [eLl. 

Theorem 2.10: There exists r>o such that for each 

relO,R), we can define closed sets P cW with the properties 
r 

that 

(a) l(W)-l(p ) ~ r'r r 
_~ s 5 

(b) VXEPr W~(X) exists where Wr(X)cWlin(X) Is such that 

d(X,aW:(x))=r. 

Further, r depends only on the Lozi mapping. In particular r 

is independent of 0 (and r). 

Proof: By corollary 2.7, W~(Y) exists if (not necessarily 

'" co j " 
only if) YiC! {(g,X)eRld(X,S1(g»>r} u.~ F- (P j)nR, 

J-O r, 

Pr,j:={YeRgld(9j-1y,s)<r'cj.wc} where 

1 - <1 is maximum contraction along stable manifold and w 

c <1 is minimum contraction along stable manifolds. 

" By definition of R, XiC! {(g,X)eRld(X,S1(g»>r} VXeW. 

Let J be a real constant such that fr < J < ~; where 

u >1 is the minimum expansion along unstable manifolds. The 

"heart" of this proof 15 the fact that such a J exists, the 



remai~der is just an analogue of the proof of theorem 2.8. 

a 2-1 Condition (4) b <2a+l implies the existence of J, 

namely: 
12 ' 

a-l'a -4b b 
c = 2 ,u= c = 

2b 
.12 • 

a -"l'a - 4b 
Thus 2 < 1 

u c 
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2 ( 4 ) 

which is true Va>O. c 

Thus PcP :={YeR Id(gj-ly,s)<r'J-j·wC}. We r,j r,J,j g 

look at gjw; it consists of at most 2
j 

segments, each of 

which can intersect with P J j in a segment of length at r, , 

4-

most 2~~·wc·J-j·r. On the other hand, the total length of 

gjw ~ ujl(W). 

It follows that 

-j 2 j w -j _~ w 2 j l(WnF P )~ --·2..f'l·_·J 'r = r(272'-)(--) . 
r,J,j u j c c Ju 

-j ..fi w 1 
Hence, t(Wn (Y F Pr,J,j» ~ r(2 2' c)(I-2/Ju)' Let 

Letting P :=W\A r r 

A : = V F-jp J j • 
r J r" 

Then l(WnA )~ r· r, 
r 

we have proved both (a) and (b)'m 

----------------------------
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Section III: Construction of an Invariant 

Measure for the Skew Product 

In this section we define an F-invariant measure. Recall 
2 ~ Z ~ our measure v& on n6 and v& (v&) on n6 (06) where 6)0 is a 

Z ~ fixed constant, &(6 variable. Recall also that v (v) is an 
& & 

ergodic measure with respect to ~, the shift transform on nZ 

(n~). Let genZ such that 9
0

9 1 .. , is a v~-generic point. 

we define our F-invariant measure by taking an arbitrary 

linear piece of unstable manifold L in Rg and averaging over 

all of its forward images. Clearly, this "averaging limit" 
~ 

measure ~ will lie in the attractor of R, i.e in the set 
ro ~ 

~:= n Fn(R). 
ncO 

In section IV, we will show that p almost has absolutely 

continuous conditional measures on unstable manifolds, a 

property directly related to S-B-R measures. This requires 

that ~ be related to 1-dimensional Riemannian volume in some 

way, a fact which we will show in this section. 

This entire section is almost a verbatim copy of the same 

development in Young's paper (YIJ. It contains more detailed 

explanations and covers the slight adaptations needed to 

accommodate the perturbations. 
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We begin by showing that pieces of unstable manifold 

expand more than they are cut by the singularity at S. This 

lemma says that after being cut, a line segment in the 

unstable cone will more than double in length before be1ng 

cut again. 

Lemma 3.1: Under the conditions (1)-(3) and (5)-(6) the 

inequalities uK)2 and Rnsns =0 -K~p<O are valid for K=2. p 

We remark that the existence of a K~l such that uK>2 and 

Rnsns =0 -K~p<O can be considered as part of the definition p 

of a generalized Loz1 mapping (see [YIJ for complete 

definition). we construct our proof with such generalities 

1n mind. 

Proof: We first show for any K such that a>21/K, we get a 
K sufficient condition on b such that u >2. 

u = ~ = a+~ so uK>2 ~ 
~ (a+~2_4b)K > 2K+1 ~ a+~2-4b > 21+1/K ~ ~2-4b > 21+1/K_a. 

Now if a~21+1/K, this condition is automatically satisfied 

Vb>o. Else both sides of the inequality are positive. 

Squaring both sides, we get 

a 2-4b >2 2+2/ K _ 2'21+1/ ka +a 2 or 

-4b > 22+2/K_22+1/K a 
~ -b > 21/K (21/K_a) • 

So a sufficient condition on b is: 0 < b < 21/K(a_21/K) • We 

note that for K=2 this is exactly condition (6). 
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Figure 6 



The proof that 3K~2 such that Rnsns =0 -K~p<O and a>21/K 
p 
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is a continuity argument. As an additional condition on "a" 

and "b", one can always choose b sufficiently small so that 

this is true and such that O<b<21/K(a_21/K). 

Under our conditions, we show Rnsns_ 1=0 and Rnsns_ 2=0 

(see figure 6). Note th~t Rnsns_1=0 ~ fRns 1ns=0. This 

amounts to the fact that f(p3)e OP1 ' a fact shown in 

proposition 1.2. On the other hand Rnsns_ 2 ~ fRns 1nS_1=0. 

ax-1 This amounts to showing that the right part of S_1: y= -b---

intersects s1 at a point p' left of f(P3)' As seen in the 

proof of lemma 2.9, (3) and (5) imply b<.5. Also, Twas 

chosen less than 1 in proposition 1.2 calculating, we find 

that these facts suffice. D 

Henceforth, we consider K~1 to be a constant satisfying 

the conditions 

Rnsns p =0, -K!::p<O 

since it is these properties and not the fact that K=2 in our 

case that interests us. 

Note that lemma 3.1 implies fPRnfPsns = 0, O<p~K. Define 

&:=} inf d(fPRnfPs,fPRns). Since R is compact, & exists 
O(p~K 

and (by the lemma) &>0. It is also of importance to note 

that & depends only on the Lozi mapping. 



We extend lemma 3.1 to our perturbed system in lemma 3.2. 

Lemma 3.2: Let K and & as above. Then there exists 6>0 
z + such that V6<6, g606 and pe2 with O<pSK-l, 

d(gP(S)ngPR, sngPR) ~ &. 

Proof: Let se gP(S)ngPR, te sngPR . Then 3s'eS such that 

gPs'=s. 

Claim: For any &>0 and for each K>O, 36=6(&»0 such that 

vgen~ and XeR: d(fPx,gPX)S& V OSpSK-1. 

Then if d(s,t)<&, we have 2& S d(fPs' ,t) S 
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d(fPs' ,gPs ' )+d(gPs ' ,t) = d(fPs, ,gPs ' )+d(s,t) < &+&=2&, which 

is a contradiction. 

The claim is proved by induction on K. 

We first note that since f is continuous and R is compact 

3e>0 such that 1f d(X,y)<e then d(fX,fY)<8/2. Choose e such 

that this is true and ~ <&/2. For K=l we let 6=&, then VXeR 

and he06 , we have d(X,X)=O and d(fX,hX)S 6S&. We assume VK, 

l~<n that the claim is proved for ~ in place of &, e<&/2 and 

that 6=6(f) has been chosen so that 6<&/2. Then, V6<6, VXeR 

K-l K-l K K and ge06 , d(f X,g X)<~. Hence d(f X,g X) S 

d(fofK-lx,fogK-1X)+d(fogK-1X,gKX) < f + 6 < ~ + 6 <&, as 

desired'
lI 

Definitions 3.3: 

(1) If ¢:P~Q is measurable, m a measure on P, we define 



a measure ~*m on Q by: for a measurable set A, 

-1 
~*m(A) = m(~ (A», 

Recall d>O is a real number such that P2(R) ~ (-d,d]x~, 

,.. 
Let P:R~(-d,d] be the projection and let m be 

normalized Lebesgue measure on (-d,d], 

( 2 ) IN Recall from section I that v is an ergodic measure s 

for the shift transform q on nlN , 
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said to be generic if for 

A point (gOg1",)eO
lN 

is 

IN any continuous function ~:n ~~, 

--+-J 4> dJ..'~ as n+oo, By the 

nlN 

n-1 . 
we have 1 I: ~(O'l(g» 

n ~ =0 

Birkhoff Ergodic Theorem J..'~ a,e, genlN is generic, 

u (3) Let L be an open disk in W (g,X) for some XERg and 

some gen
Z 

such that gOg1'" is a J..'~-generiC point, 

For example, we take g=",£££gOg1'" where g091'" is 

IN 1 1 
J..'s-generic, X=(1+a-b'1+a-b) the fixed point of f in Rand 

Y
= _~(-a+~Z+4b 1 L={(x,y)ERI b -----'2"----) (X-1 - be ) the linear unstable 

manifold through X 1, where e:=~(-a+~ 
b 2 

)}. 

Let mL be the normalized Riemannian measure on L. Define 

I-l := Fn m
L

, 
n * 

+ ne2 , 

We see that F(L) is the union of at most finitely many 

(i.e. 2) segments. Denote these pieces by Li , 1=1,2. 

1see section I, "trapping region", definition of "1' 



Similarly for n>1, Fn(L) is the union of at most finitely 

many (i.e. 2n) segments. Denote them by Lit ••. in in such a 

way that F(L. i ) = UL i i .• 
11. •• n-1 j 1... n-1 J /ill 

Reaarks: 
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(i) The expansion by F along each L. i is constant and 
11. •• n 

of course ~ u > 1. 

(11) Also, it is easy to show that I..l IL. « n H ••• in 

mFnL1L. i' n~1. 11. •• n 

Namely: For n=O, ~O = mL• For n>O: mFnL(A)=O ~ 

mFnL(Au ) = 0 (Au = A n (0 )( "y~O part of R"». Since F-1 IAu 

-1 u is a diffeomorphism, we have mF"-1L (F I A >=0. By 

-1 U u induction: ~n-1(F IA )=0 • /..In(A )=0 by definition of /..In' 

Similarly /..In(AL)=O • /..In(A)=O, as desired. 

(lii) Recall from our initial remarks that 

langle(p2(L i . ),x-axis) I < 45 0 so that 
t •• • In 

p*(mF"L1L. .)« m and thus P*(1..l ILi .)« m. 11 ••• ln n 1 ••• ln 

Theorem 3.4: Under the above conditions, there exists an 

F-invariant Borel probability measure I..l and a function 

s:{-d,dl~{O,oo) of bounded variation such that d(p*I..l)=sdm. 

This bound M on the variation of s depends only on the 

parametars "a" and "b" of the Lozi mapping; it does not 



depend on the choice of ~ and hence not on &. 

Proof: Denote by In=Jn(L) the set of all maximal linear 

components of Fn(L). Then for each Li i eJ (L), let 
t. •• n n 

dP 1c#-ln IL h ... in 
si1 ... in(g,X):= dm (Radon-Nikodym derivative) 

and s : = n ~ s. l' 
L L. EJ U ... n 
it ... in n 

s i 1 . = { C i1. . . 1 n-1 
1. •• n-1) 0 

Note that by remark (1): 

on p( cl(L lt ... in-1j) ) 
elsewhere 
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When convenient to consider FK instead of F we will write an 

(K) 
(K) dp*~ KIL . . s := n 11 ••• 1n element of J

nK 
as L(K) and 

We will show 

d 

i1 ... in i 1 ••• in dm 

that there exists M~ such that: 

d 1 n 
V n ( ~ Sk) < M. ( * ) 

-d k=l 

where V P denotes the total variation of a function 
-d 

p:(-d,d)~~ on the interval [-d,d]. 

Also, 

1 n 
(a) Claim: n ~ sk has a subsequence which converges in 

k=:t 
1 1 n + 

L ([-d,dl,m). To see this, let ¢=n ~sk' for any nell . 
k=l 

Then ~O. Also f d¢dm =1 implies m{xE(-d,dJI~(x)~ 2~} >0 so 
d -d 

that from V ¢ ~ M, we have I¢I = ~ ~ M+~. On the other 
-d 

hand, it is easy to show (see e.g. Royden (RdJ, p.100) that ¢ 

=¢1-¢2 where ¢j is a non-negative monotonely increasing 
d 

function with V ¢j ~ M and ¢l(-d)=¢(-d), ¢2(-d)=O. Thus ¢j~ 
-d 
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1 2M+2df j=I,2. To prove the claim, it suffices to show that 

any set {IP:[-d,dJ----.IRI4> is monotonely increasing, 114>1100:$ .At} is 
1 compact in L ([-d,dJ,m) Let ¢n' n=I,2, ..• be a sequence from 

this set and let D:={d 1 ,d 2, •. } be a countable dense subset of 

[-d,dJ such that I¢I<.At. on D. We choose a subsequence ink} of 

in} as follows. set {nro'}={n} and assume sequences 
(0) (1) (k,. ( 1 , (k) 

{n }=>{n }=> •.. {n } and Integers n
1

€{n }, ... , nkE{n } 

have been chosen such that {4>(j,(d j )} converges. For dk+1 , 

the set {IP <k,(d k+1 )} is a sequence of points in the interval 
n 

[O,.At). Let {n(k+1)} be a subsequence of {n(k)} such that 

{k+1) 
{IP ~+~(dk+l)} converges and set nk+1 :=k+l (the k+l 

n 

member of {n(k+1)}). It follows that tPn --6 on :D and that 
j 

s is a monotonely increasing function on D, a dense subset of 

[-d,d]. Extend s to [-d,d] as follows. For each xe(-d,d)/D, 

let {dn } be a subsequence of {dn } converging to x from the 
k 

* * left and let d ED be such that d >x. Then {s(d )} is a nk 

monotonely increasing sequence of numbers bounded above by 

* s(d ), hence converging to some point s(x). Since each of 

is monotonely increasing, it follows that ¢ ~ s 
nj 

pointwise on (-d,d). Finally, using the Lebesgue Dominated 

1 convergence Theorem, we have s is in L ([-d,d],m).c 

In addition, (b) R is a compact metric space (so C(X) is 

* * separable and C (X) is compact in the weak topology [OGS]). 
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+ Thus, there exists a subsequence {nll of Z such that as i~ro: 

L1 
m. 

~ 

some function 5 and 

some Borel probabllity measure ~. 

d 
Clearly, ~ is F-invariant, and V 5 ~ H. 

-d 

order to prove (*), it is sufficient to show that for a 
d 

In 

fixed integer K>O V g K ~ H, V n ~1. 
-d n 

(** ) 

Our aim momentarily is to show that the endpoints of the 

L(K) are sufficiently far apart. 
i1 ... in 

By lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, Ke2+ is such that uK>2 and &>0 

is such that Vp OSpSK-l 

Recall In=Jn(L) the set of all maximal linear components 

Let MEJnK , ne2+ and NEJK(U) be such that N is not 

one of the end pieces of FK(N). Let (g,s) and (g,t) be the 

-K " left and right endpoints respectively of F (N) and let 

l:=p(g,s) and r:=p(g,t). 

Claim: 3 e'>O such that d(l,r»e' where e' is independent 

of the choice of n, M and M. 

Proof (of claim): Since langle(P2u,x-axis)I<4So, it 

suffices to show that d(a,t) < e for some e>O (see figure 7). 

(Take e' =J ). Let v be the greatest amount of expansion 

" possible by F along an unstable manifold in R (see 

Theorem 2.8). Since FK(g,s) and FK(g,t) are endpoints of 

i i' 
M, bending must have occurred at F (g,s) and F (g,t) where 
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lSi,i'~ and i~i'. Without loss of generality assume i<i'. 

Then 3j, OSj<K-l such that gj(S)eS and 3j' O<j'SK-l, j<j' 

such that gj' (t)eS. Let p:=j'-j~l; let g=qjg. Then O<pSK-l 

and gj' (s) e gPS; gj' (t) e S. 

By lemma 3.2, d(9j' (S),gj' (t» ~ &. ~ote that the line 

joining these two points is on F
j

' (M). SO that 

d(s,t) ~ &/v
j

' ~ &/vK- 1 := e. Note that since & and v depend 

only on the Loz! mapping, the same is true for 

~ (~ 
e r 

Figure 7 

Now to the proof of (**). Let 
d (K) ~ := ~ V s 

n L(K) LeJ -d l~ ••. ln· 
l~ ••• ln nK 



We show for some constant ~>o that: 
d 

s(K) d 
2 d 

s(K) l' E V s ~J s(K) dm + V 
j -d i ..... in -d is •.• in uK -0 is •.. in· 

d 
2 Thus ~n+l = I: (I: V S(K) ) :S ~ + K ffn L(K) EJ j -d is ••• inj 

is ••• in nK u 
d w 
V SnK :S ~n:S <X E (...£)i ::: M <wand if <X 

-d ,=0 uK 
Hence 

depends only on the Lozi mapping then the same is true for 

M. 
c 

(K) t Notation: Fix i1 ... in. Let pL i1 .•. in = Uj =l I j where 
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{Fn(9,(x,y»:Xel j } = Li(K) i and J j = PL(K) • Define 
1 ••• n i1 ••• inj 

K (K) fj:lj---4J j by fj(x) = poF (g,(x,y» for (g,(X,Y»eL
i1 

•.. 
1n

• 

Then each fj is a diffeomorphism between I
j 

and J
j 

with 

If;l~uK (see figure 8). 

L· .... 
11 1n 

. 

I 
L:;::J ; 

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · w 
J~ 

J~ 
J~ 

Figure 8 

. 
i 
i 

-: 
r" : , 



= !.. ~ [S~K) • (l.) + S~K) i (r
j
»). 

uK j=l 11 ... 1n J 11 ... n 
" 

We have Ir1+dl and Id-ltl ~ e" for some e")O since F(R)£ 

int R. Also, 3 e' >0 such that Irj-lj I~e' for j=2, ... ,t-l 

by the above claim. Let e=min(e',e"). Let I=[l,rl be 

either [-d,r1l,(lt,dl or [lj,rjl, j=2, ... ,t-1. Then 

s~K) . (l) + s~K) . (r) ~ 2 min s~K) . + V s~K) . ~ 
11 ..• 1n l~ ..• ln I l~ ... ln I 11 .•. 1n 

~ ~ f 5 ~ K ) . dm + V s ~ K ) .• 
e I l~ ..• ln I l~ .•. ln 

We note that: V s(K) . = 1 s~K) . (l ) I i1 ... 1n l~ ... ln 1 
s~K) . (r ) 

11 ..• 1n t 
o 

(K) 
lSI . (ll) + 

t ••• ln 
(K) 

51 . (r t )] ~ :a. •• • In 

d 
S (~f s(K) dm) 

e -d ill ... in 

(K) (K) 
( S i 1 •.• in (ll) + s i ..... 1 n ( r t ) ] . 

I = (-d, r 11 

I = (ls,d] 

else 

SInce ~ s(K) = s(K) (l )+s(K) (r), we have 
-d i 1 . . • In 1 ~ . • . In 1 11 . • • In t 

d d d 
E V s ( K ) < -1. !.. f s (Ie) dm +-1. V s ( K ) 
j -d i1 .•. inj - uK e -d 11 ... 1n uK -d 11 •.• 1n· 
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LAtting 2 1 
~:= IK e' this shows ~. Note that ~ depends only on 

u 

the Lozi mapping. 



Coro.l.lary 3.6. 

~ is contained in the attractor (a) The support of 

Z 
(b) ( PI) 'It . ~=v , 

-1 
where (P1)'It·~(A):=~(P1 (A»=~(AxR), 

(c) IN 
~ a,e, (g,X) has gOgl'" v -generic. 

Proof's 

(a) obvious'a 
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(b) It is clear that (Pl)~·~=~Z on all cylinder sets of nZ . c 
Z (c) Since ~ is ergodic, the Birkhoff Ergodic Theorem and (a) 

Z imply ~ a.e, (g,X) is v -generic. (c). 

Coro.llary 3.6: s ~ Mo < 00, for some real number Mo 

dependIng on M and hence dependIng only on the Lozi mappIng,. 
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Section IV: Absolutely Continuous Conditional Measures 

on Unstable Manifolds 

In this section, we show that the measure ~ constructed in 

section III has absolutely continuous conditional measures on 

unstable manifolds with respect to Riemannian volume. We 

actually show more than this since this fact alone is not 

sufficient to control the behavior of ~ as &~o. s 

We remark that here, as in section III, we are tacitly 

ignoring the & in ~. We recall that the role played by & s 

was that the piece of unstable manifold L, on the basis of 

which ~ was formed, was contained in the fiber Rg where 
IN gOgl'" was a vs-generic point. 

We continue to follow the development in Young [Y21. 

The idea is the following. As is usual for showing 

absolute continuity, we form an increasing sequence of 

partitions of R. However, we do not analyze the whole 

measure on each partition. Instead, on each successive 

partition, we throwaway a small part of ~ so that the 

remaining noninvariant measure will (obviously) have constant 

densities with respect to Riemannian volume on unstable 

manifolds of the partition. We then find a uniform bound for 
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the ~-measure of that part of each partition that we have 

thrown away. 

We begin with some definitions which for the sake of 

simplicity we have made local to our situation. One can find 

complete generalities of such definitions in Katok and 

strelcyn [KSJ. 

Definition 4.1: A probability measure ~g on Rg is said to 

have absolutely continuous conditional measures on unstable 

manifolds Wu 1f there exist 

(a) measurable sets V
1 

cV2 c ..• cR ,g,g 9 
(b) measurable partitions ~n on each ,g V n,g' 

ne2+ with the 

property that each of its elements is an open subset c 

of some unstable manifold of Rg 

(c) measures ~n,g on Vn,g such that ~n,g ~ ~g' i.e. for each 

Borel set E, ~n,g(E)~~g(E) 

so that the following holds: 
~ c 

(1) if {~n,g} is a system of conditional measures of ~n,g on 

~ c c ~ c 
Yn,g' then ~n,g« m , ~n,g a.e. where m is Riemmanian 

volume on c and 

We define sets V and partitions Y satisfying the n,g n,g 
conditions (a-c) of the above definition. 
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Let U:= {U1 , ... ,Ud2n+l J be the partition of n , n ,n 

[-d,d)x~ into disjoint half-open vertical columns of width 

-n Z 2 and U. := n x Ui ; 'U:= {U
1 

, •.. ,Ud2 n+1. }. 1,n ,n n,n ,n 

Recall that by definition 2.1, 

An:={(g,X)eRl d(g-kX,S) ~ 4'2-nu-k ~e2+J, ne2+. 

Note that if (g,X)eAn~' W~in(g,X) exists and if (g,X)EUi,n' 
u A 

then P(Wlin(g,X» completely crosses P(Ui,n)' This follows 

by corollary 2.7 and the fact that unstable manifolds make an 

angle with the x-axis of less that 45
D

• (Thus, the reason 

for the "4" in the definition of An') 

and 

For (g,X)EU i nA~, let ,n n 

Vn:= U c(g,X) = A ~ . 
(g,X)eA ~ n 

n 
... " ... 

Let ~n be the partition of Vn , ~n:={c=c(g,X) l(g,X)eVnJ. Note 

-k + that C(9,X)cRg , 9 (P2c(g,x»ns = 0, Vke2 and (again) that 

c(g,X) completely crosses Ui nR. ,n 9 

Z 
For each gen , let ~n,g:=~nIRg and 

the above definitions, we see that Yn,g' 

conditions (a-c) of definition 4.1. 

Vn,g:=VnIRg. From 

V satisfy the n,g 

Lemma 4.21 
z 

{~gl,gen l={conditional measures of ~ on Rgl 



is veIl defined. 

Proof: See corollary 4.9 •• 

Theorem 4.3. ~g has absolutely continuous conditional 

measures on unstable manifolds for 2 v a.e. 

Proof of theorem 4.3 is found at the end of this section. 

The conclusion of theorem 4.3 is not good enough for our 

purposes; the problem being that the property of absolute 

continuity is not necessarily passed onto the limit ~s as 

e~O. We seek a more uniform property, namely, constant 
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densities (rather than just absolute continuity). Hence, we 

prove the following theorem. 

+ 
Theorem 4.4: For each n52 , there exists a measure ~n on 

R and a measurable family {~n,g}' gen
2 such that: 

(i) f ~n,g d(g) = ~n 

(ii) ~n,g ~ ~g 

-n (iii) ~ (R)~ 1-~'2 , ~ depending only on the Lozi 
n,g 9 

mapping (and not on n or e) 

(iv) ~ (R -v )=0 n,g 9 n,g 

(v) ~n g has constant densities on elements of ~ . , n,g 

Proof of theorem 4.4 is found at the end of this section. 

We now define the noninvarlant measures ~n for each n62+. 



Definit.ionl 

defini tion of I-Ik , 

union of a finite 

Let U be as above. Recall that in the n 

I-Ik is supported by Fk(L) where Fk(L) is 

number of segments (Jk )· Let I-In, k be I-Ik 

annihilated on the parts of these segments that do not lie 
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the 

in 

Vn . Note that this implies that I-In,k is annihilated on the 

parts of these segments that only partially cross some column 

Ui n (see figure 9). , 

1\ 
support of Pk 

Figure 9 

We emphasize here that I-Ik has constant densities along 

linear pieces and so I-In,k has constant densities along all 
... 

unstable manifolds in the vertical columns U1 ' in ,n 
particular, along each c~n. 



Recall that Choose a subsequence 

{m~} of {m.} such that 
\. \. 

... 
Probably ~n(R)<l. 

1 
m~_ 

~"~ 
iii~ k=l n,k 

'it 
W 

for some ~n' 

In the proof of the following lemma and in many future 

proofs, we will be using the following result (see e.g. 

walters [W, p.1491). 

4.51 If Qn,QeH(X), n~l, the following are equivalent: 
'it 

(a) Qn~Q in the weak topology 

(b) For each closed set F of X, li~~~UP Qn(F) S Q(F). 

(c) For each open set U of X, ll~~~nf Qn(U) ~ Q(U). 

(d) For every Ae$(X) with Q(8A)=O, Qn(A)~Q(A)'D 

+ Lemma 4.6. For each ne2 , 

( I) ~n S ~ 

( 11) 
~... -n 
~n(R)~1-T1'2 , T1 dependIng only on the Lozi 

mapping and 

Proof: (1) Let E be a Borel subset of R. 

k k 
support of ~ k' Then L £ F L so: n, 

Denote by Lk the 

~n,k(E) = mLCF-k(EnL k ) S mLCF-k(EnFkL) = ~k(E). Thus 
... 

~n,k(E) S ~k(E) for any Borel set E. Let ¢:R~~ be 
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~ I mi ~ 
Then ~ (¢) = lim -, k~l ~n,k(¢) 

n i+oo mi 
continuous and non-negatlve. 

< . I mi ~ 
- Ilm-, k~l ~k(¢) = ~(¢). 

i+oomi -
From here, using Urysohn's lemma 

(see e.g. Kelley [Ke], p.115), one can show that for every 

closed set GcR, ~n(G)~~(G). But, for every Borel set E and 

every e>O, there exists a closed set GcE with ~n(E)<~n(G)+e. 

Thus, ~n(E)<~(E)+e for every e>O. It follows that ~n(E)~~(E) 

and hence /-l ~ /-l. n 0 

"" 
(ii) By definition, supp(/-l k)cV cA where An is a closed n, n n 

~ 

set by lemma 2.2. Hence sUpp(~n)cAn by 4.5. By (i) /-ln~/-l, so 

c -n ""c "" "" it suffices to show that /-l(An)<~'2 where V =R-V is the n n 
"'c c complement of Vn in R. Note that Vn c An and by lemma 2.3 

h Ac__ {() "",d( -k ) 4 2-n -k} we ave n U + g,X eR g X,S < . U c 
ke2 

-k ... 
U +F (Ln k)' where 

ke2 ' 
"" 2 
L k = 0 x {BER Id(B,S) n, 

since /-l is F-invariant. 

/-l(L k) = f "" sdm 
n, P(Ln,k) 

by corollary 3.6, MO is a 

mapplng. 

2-n 8M 
o 

"" 

k" 
~ +/-l(F Ln k) = 

ke2 ' 

But, 

~ M J... dm ~ M '8'2-nu-k 
o 0 

p(Ln,k) 

constant depending only on the 

where 

Lozi 

(iii) Recall V =A~. By lemma 3.5(a), supp(/-l)~ which by n n 
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(ii) above implies supp(~n)c~. Also, in the proof of (ii), 

-
we showed sUpp(~n)cAn'lI3 

+ 
We will need to know that ~(8Un)=O, VneZ , where 

.... 
aun:={(g,x)lxeOUi,n for some i}. Actually we need a little 

more. Let D>O be chosen such that Rc[-d,dJx[-D,DJ. 

Lemma 4.7. For all xe(-d,dJ and cylinder sets ccn2 , 

~(Cx{x}x(-D,DJ)=O 

Proo:fl Let A:={x}x[-D,DJ. + For each me2 , let 

I -m Am:={XeR d(X,A)<2 }, that is, Am is an open neighborhood of 
.... 

A such that ASAm and ;;: Am = A. Let Am:=CxAm, 

-m Z Sublemmal ~(Am)S 2 (1+~'(m+l)/2J'v (C), ~-as in lemmma 4.6. 

This clearly implies the lemma. 

Proo:f (of sublemma): We first note that 

'2 
~(acxAm)S~(8CxR)=v (8C)=0 

by corollary 3.5(ii) and the definition of v
2

. Since Am is 
.... 1 m~ .... 

open, by 4.5 we have ~(Am)~lim -- k~ ~k(Am)' 
1+00 mi -t 

..... 
AgaIn, by corollary 3.5(11), ~k(Am»O only 

time", i.e. only when FkLcRg , gee, Thus, 

.... 21 m . .... 
~(A )Sv (C) 'lim -- k~~ ~k(Am)' 

m i+oo mi ... 
.... 

2 "v (C) of the 

Assume ~k(Am»O. Using the proof of lemma 4.6(ii), we see 

that ~k(Al)=~l~ 1-~'2-1. Since ~k is constant along any 

linear piece of unstable manifold, by definition of An' it 



~ 2·2-m -m 
follows that ~k(A1nAm) ~ 4.2-1 = 2 ·~l and ~k(Am) ~ 

-m -1 -2 
2 ·~1+~·2 . Similarly, ~k(A2-Al)=~2~1-~·2 -~l and 

~k(A2-Al)nAmJ ~ 2-m·2~2· Thus ~k(Am) ~ 2-m(~1+2~2)1+~.2-2 
We continue in this way until n=m. Then 
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n -m m-l -m -m -l-m 
~k(Am)~2 (~1+2~2+···+2 ~m)+~·2 ~ 2 [1+(m-l)~·2 J+~·2 

-m = 2 [l+~(m+1)/2J .• 

The following definitions and theorem have been included 

for clarity [SI,[Srl. For easy reference, we will label this 

entire development 4.8. 

4.8 Definitions: Let (Z,~,p) be a probability space. A 

+ sequence ~n,neZ of sub-~-algebras of ~ is called a 

stochastic basis if it is increasing, i.e. ~ c ~ for m<n. m n 
+ If {~n,ne2 } is a stochastic basis and Sn is an ~n-measurable 

+ + function for each neZ then {~,S ,neZ } n n is called a 

stochastic sequence. A martingale is a stochastic sequence 

+ 
{~n,sn,neZ} with E1Snl < 00 (i.e. ISnl E L1 (Z,P), neZ+and 

+ such that Vm,n E ~ with m<n (E{S I~ } ~ n m 
Sm). A sequence of L1-functions {Sn} is said to be uniformly 

integrable if lim lim f IS Idp = o. 
x,oo n {'Sn,>x} n 

Doob"s Martingale Convergence Theorem: CBr) 

be a martingale. If sup >lE1S I < 00 n- n then 

+ Let {S ,~ ,neZ } 
n n 

= lim S 
n .. OO n 

------ ~ ~ -- ~--~-
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00 exists a.e., S is $ =q(U $ )-measurable and EIS I < 00 • 
00 00 • n 00 

Also, if the sequence {Sn} is uniformly integrable, then Sn 

1 converges to S in L . 
00 

Application: Let (Z,~,p) a probability space. 

We will say that (Z,$'~n) satisfies condition (*) 

if ~1~~2~ ... is a increasing sequence of finite partitions 

of Z such that 

a-algebra :F. 

00 

v ~ is a semi-algebra generating the 
n=O n 

Denote by:F the sub-o-algebra generated by the semi
n n 

algebra i.'to~i. 
+ Then {~n' neZ } is a stochastic basis. We 

will say that (~n,Sn) satisfies condition (**) 

+ if each nez, Sn:Z~~ is a measurable functions such 

that S /p is constant, Vp~ 
n n and 'E.S /p ::::; 1. 

P n 
+ Then {~ ,S ,neZ } is a martingale. Also, sup >1E/S I = n n n_ n 

'E.S, Ip = 1 < 00 and the Martingale Convergence Theorem 
p 1 

applies. + Also, since Vne2 , 

is uniformly integrable and 

n+1 + Fix ie{1, •.• ,d·2 },neZ. 

+ Sn is bounded (by 1), {Sn,neZ } 

lim fSndP = fSoodP.c 
n+oo 

Let Note m(A»O. 

Let A = {A1 ,A2 , .•• } be a countable semi-algebra generating 

the Borel a-algebra on A. 

Let 0 >0 be chosen such that R ~ (-d,d) x (-0,0). We will 

need to consider both a countable semi-algebra generatIng the 

Borel a-algebra on (-0,0) and an increasing sequence of 



partitions of [-0,0]. Denote by Dl the usual partition of 
-l [-0,0] into disjoint half-open intervals of length 2 and 
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for ye(-D,D] denote by Dl(y) that element of Dl containing y. 

Then ([-O,O],~,Dl) satisfy (*) and :J) = U +Dt e1)l is a 
lE2 

countable semi-algebra of ~«(-D,D]) which we will also 

consider to be indexed by ~+. 

Similarly, let ~q,j' qeZ, je2+ be the partition of n6 into 

the disjoint half-open intervals of the form: [f,f+2- j ), 
-j -j 

(f+2 ,f+2-2 ), ... , (-,f+6) where for he06 we will write 

he(f+a,f+m to mean Ih-fl e (a,~) (I<x,y) 1=lxl+lyl). 

~j be the partition of n into sets of the form: 

-j-l j (X) 

n n6 x n c q,j x n n6 
-(X) q=-j j+l 

where C .6 ~ j' q = -j, ••• ,j. For gGOZ, denote by ~J.(g) q,J q, 

Z that element of ~j containing g. Then (n '~'~j) satisfies 

Let 

(*). ~ = U +cl~l is a countable semi-algebra of B(nZ) which 
j<1i2 

+ we will also consider to be indexed by jeZ . 

We will define conditional measures Pg and Pg,n using 

Martingale convergence Theorem. From here, we will define 
~c 

conditional measures P on the unstable manifolds g,n 

ceYn again using Martingale convergence. Finally we will ,g 

combine these two results into one limit to show that the 
~c 

densities of ~ n are constant with respect to mC on c. g, 
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The first martingale we form will gives us the ~-ratio 

on Rg between U1,n and R, 
n~l 

i=l, ... ,d·2 . The second 

martingale we form will give us the ~-ratl0 on Rg between the 

Borel sets of Ui nand Ui n' Together these ratios will , , 
2 Z 

define conditional measure ~g for v a.e. gEO • 

We remark that we could define the same measures ~g with 

one martingale with ~-ratios between Borel sets of the U i,n 

and R. The two martingales, however, simplify the proof of 

the property of constant densities. 

'" (I) For A=p(U i )=P2(U i ) define ,n ,n 

o 

V2(~j (g) );II!O 

2 
v (~j(g»=O . 

So (ej,G~) satisfies condition (**), for i=1, ... ,d·2n~1. 
Z Z By the Martingale Convergence Theorem for v a.e. geD and 

iii for each i, Gj ---4G for some function G as j~ro Let 

i Z 
~ c{gEO labove convergence holds) be a Borel set such that 

vZ(~i)=l. Let ~:= nSi . Define ~ in the obvious way. 
1 

~( (~j(9»(ApxDl) 

~(~j(g»(A)([-D,D]) 

o 

by: 
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So (~j'S~'C) satisfies condition (**), Vp,leZ+. By the 

Z 2 
Martingale Convergence Theorem for v a.e. geQ and for each 

P ~+ sp,C~sp,l for some function sp,t as j~oo . , , j 

Let si,p,lc{ge6il above convergence holds} be a Borel set 

such that vZ(Sp,l) = 1. Let S:= n si,p,l. We define S in 
n 

i, P't 
the obvious way, i.e. using ~n in place of ~ in the 

martingale. 

note that U {A xDl } is clearly a semi-algebra generating 
i,p,l p 

+ the Borel ~-algebra of Rg , for any ne2. For each geS, 

define a probability measure ~g on Rg by 
t i ... 

~g(ApxDl):=sP' (g)oG (g) (ApcA=P(Ui,n»' We define ~g,n in 

the obvious way. 

-
Corollary 4.9z (a) f ~nd(g) = ~ and (b) f ~g,nd(g) = ~n' 

ProoCa Since U {CjxD~A} is a semi-algebra 
i,j,p,l p 

... 
generating the Borel ~-algebra of R , it suffices to show 

that for any i,j,p,l, 

2 Ic ~ (A xDl)dv (g) = ~(CjxA xDl )· 
j 9 P P 

2 (1) 
Ic ~ (A xDl)dv (g) = 

j 9 P 

I pl i 2 r = lim Sj: (g)G j • (g)dv (g) = lim Jc 
j'~oo C

j 
j'~oo j 

= 
~(CjxA xDl ) 2 
_=",_-"P,--_ov (C ) = ~(CjxApxDl)' 

v 2 ( C
j 

) j 

where (1) follows by definition and 

( 2 ) 

2 dv (g) 
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(2) follows by MTC (uniform integrability). 

The same proof yields f~g,nd(g) = ~n'. 

For geS, define ~g in any way. Then corollary 4.9 proves 

2 that {~glgEO } is well defined, proving lemma 4.2. 

NOw, in order to form the conditional measures on unstable 

manifolds, we must somehow isolate these manifolds. We do 

this in the following way. 

n+1 + Fix leU, ... ,d·2 I, neil . 
'" 

Let xe A:=p(U ) be the left i,n 

boundary point and define IDi:={yeL-O,OJI(x,y)eUi,nl. Let 

Ki,n:= {(g,y) e ClZxL-O,OJ I (g,x,y) e Vnl and let 
... 
K 1 , n : = K 1 , n xA . 

... 
Oefine ~:Ki ~V n Ui ,n n ,n to be the homeomorphism 

defined by the conditions 

~'{(g,y)lxA = c(g,x,y) and po~(g,y,x) = x V(g,y,x) e 
Z ... 

Ki . Extend m:Cl xIDixA~Ui in such a way that ~ remains ,n ,n 
a homeomorphism. 

Define a measure v on Ki by vi (B):=~ (~(BxA». By i,n ,n ,n n 

lemma 4.6(iii), SUPP(vi,n)cKi,n and by 4.6(ii), 
~ A A A 

vi,n(Ki,n) = ~n(Vn n Ui,n) = ~n(R n Ui,n)' 

... 
NOW, fix ge$ and let Ki :=K i IR, lP :=lPIR . ,n,g ,n 9 9 9 
Let vi be the measure on Ki defined by ,n,g ,n,g 



N 2 
vi ( B) : =v i (n xB). , n, 9 , n 

Recall, A={A
1

,A
2

, ... } is a countable semi-algebra 

generating the Borel u-algebra on A and that for each ~+, 

~l is a partition of [-0,0]. 

(IXI) We form our third martingale, restricting ourselves 

to I-ln . 

Define T p :R ~IR by 
g, l 9 

{ 

I-l ( ~ ( .2)l( Y ) xA » n,g 9 p 

= ~ (~( ~l( y) xA ) ) 
n,g 9 

o 

I-l ( ~ ( .2)l( Y ) xA) );II!O 
n,g 9 

I-l (~(.2)#(y)xA) )=0 
n,g 9 ~ 

Clearly, (Dl TP #) satisfies (**) for all pe2+. By the , g,~ 
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Martingale convergence Theorem T~,l~T~ for some function 
Np 
Tg as l~oo and for vi a.e. yeK i . ,n,g ,n,g 

Let u- P
i 

C {yelL I above convergence holds} be a ,n,g l,n,g 

Borel set such that vi (U-P
i ) ='0. (K ) = ,n,g ,n,g l,n,g i,n,g 

Vi,n(Ki,n) = I-l(R n Ui,n) and let Hi,n,g:= ~ ii,n,g' 

For (g,y)eKi,n' as l~oo we see that ~({g}x»l(Y)XA)-+C = 

c(g,x,y) so that the measure p ( ) on A defined by n, g,y 
N Np 
I-ln,(g,y)(~({(g,y)}xAp» :=Tg(Y) is in fact a conditional 

-c 
measure I-ln,g of I-lg on c=c(g,x,y). 

(IV) We now combine the martingales (II) and (III). 
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Define 

p = {~n (~( ~ j (g) M.1).e( y) MAp) ) 

Hj , l( g,y) I-'n (~(~j (g )M.1).e(y)MA) ) 

o 

Now (ejXDl,H~,.e) satisfies (**), vpeZ+. By the Martingale 

Convergence Theorem HP ~HP as j,l~ro for some function j,l 

HP and for vi,n a.e. (g,y)eKi,n' 

Let ~i c {points where the above convergence holds} S 

-p -
be a Borel set such that Vi (~)=vi (K i ). ,n ,n,n 

On the other hand let {nl} be a subsequence of z+ such 

1 n. - w* that ~' #-In,k -. #-In (see definition 4.5 mi=n i ). n l Ie =:1. 

+ 
Lemma 4.101 For each ge$ and Vne2 , #-Ig(C)=O, VCeyg,n' 

Proof. From lemma 4.7, it is obvious that 

-m 
#-Ig(Am)~2 [l+~(m+l)/2J (take c=ej(g) and let j~ro). Hence 

K i,n 

~g({X,y})S ~g({X}x[-D,DJ)=O and ~g has no atomic components. 

The proof that ~g(C)=O is relatively standard. A proof for 

the unperturbed case can be found In collet and Levy [CL, 

III.8J.
1lIl 

Lemma 4.111 2 For any geO and yeID j and A pEA, we have 
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ProoC: By 4.5, it suffices to show that 

I-l (8(~(~.(g»)(.:v,(y»)(A »)=0 
n J ~ P 

N 2 
(a) I-ln(~(~j(g)x.:vl(y)xAp»~ 1-l(8(~j(9»xR)=v (~j(g»=O by 

definition of v
2 . 

-
(b) Let {Y1'Y2}=8Dl (y). Then ~n{~(g'Yi,x)lg~j(g),XeA,i=1,2} 

- Z - 2 s ~ {~(g'Yi,x)lgEO ,xeA,i=1,2}= J ~ ~ (~({g}x{Yi}xA»dv (g) 
n n' n,g 

by corollary 4.9. If (g,Yi)eK. then ~({g})({Yi})(A)=Cey l,n n,g 

and by lemmas 4.10 and 4.6(1), ~ (~({g}x{Yi}xA»=O. g,n If 

... 
(g'Yi)eK i then (~({g}x{Yi}xA»nVn=0 and ~g,n(~({g})({Yi}y.A»=O 

by lemma 4.6(111). It follows that for 1=1,2: 

- Z f Zf-l (~( {ghdy1 }xA) )dv (g)=O. n n,g 

(c) ~n(~(~j(g)x.:vl(y»)(aAp»=O by definItion of ~, lemma 4.7. 

Since a(~(~j(g)xDl(y)xAp is the union of the sets (a),(b) and 

(c), we are done,. 

= 

So 

Then H~,l(g,y) = 

11m ~ ~~ ~n,k(~(~j(g)x.:vt(Y)xAp» 
1+00 nik=t 

o 

I-ln ( ~ ( ~ j ( 9 ) xD l( Y ) xA) )..,e0 

H~, l (g,y) = 

1 n. 
lim n

1 
k~: ~n,k(~(~j(g)x.:vl(y)xA» 

_m~(~A~p_)~i~+~OO __ ~ ___________________________ = 
m(A) 



= or 

Let 

H~,l(g,y) = O. and 

~p 

V(g,y)e !Hi' 

... ... 

above. on the other hand, it is clear that 
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as 

HP(g,Y)'Gi(g)=TP(y) and that !Hi = {{g}x1T i IgeS}. Hence 
9 , n,g 

~ 

for (g,y)elHi the measure m(g,y) on ~(A) defined by 

m( )(~({(9,Y)}XA »: = HP(g,Y)'Gi(g) 
g,y P 

for all A eA is ~c where c=c(g,x,y}. It follows that 
P n,g 

, 

~c 

that is for ~g,n a.e. cEYn,g' ~n,g has constant densities 

with respect to the Riemannian volume mC 
'mD 

Theorems 4.3 and 4.4 now follow immediately from lemmas 

4.6 and 4.7, corollary 4.9 and the results of 4.8. 
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Sec~ion VI Ano~her Invarian~ Measure 

Cor ~he Skew Produc~ 

As mentioned in the introduction, in this section, we 

construct another F-invariant measure p&' The plan is to 

show that there exists a transformation Ft on O~xR such that 

Ft is v~xp-preserving. We then take the inverse limit of the 
IN + IN ... system (0 xR,F ,v xp) to get a new measure ~ which will be 

" Z invariant for F on R=O xR. 

We revie~ our random perturbation system (see also 

definitions 1.1 and 1.5). 

1. 0=06 is the compact metric space of all random 

translations of f by (001 ,002 ) where 10011+10021<6, 6 some fixed 

constant within the constraints of proposition 1.2 (the 

trapping region). 

2. For &<6, v is the probability measure on 0: 
& 

* J..I ='It A where 
& s,O 

normalized Lebesgue measure on D~,y and ~: 0 ~ 06 ,0 is the 

* map ~(ft(w1,w2)=(wl,w2)' ~ Ae,O(A)=A&:,o(~(A». 

3. For XeR, p&(. IX) is a transition probability on the Borel 

subsets of R defined by 

4. P is an invariant measure for these transitional &: 



probabilities, i.e. = J p (AIX)dp(X) 
R S 

VAe.8( R) • 

IN IN 
Consider the probability space (Q xR,~,vsxp). We will 

define an invariant (non-invertible) map F+ on this space. 

We then create a new measure via the inverse limit of 

IN IN ... (0 xR,$,v xp,F ). 

In the following, we will let 1N={O,1,2, ... }. 

... IN IN + 
Define F:O xR~O xR by F «g,X»=(ug,goX). 

F~ l'S a IN IN Lemma 5.1& v xp-measure preserving map on 0 xR. 

Proofl We show that F+ is measure preserving on the 

semi-algebra of sets {CxE} generating ~(OlNxR). This will 

then imply the desired result. 

Define F:r.mR~R by F(h,X)=h(X). Note that 

F"l(B)={(h,X)1 h(X)eB}, VB~(R). So: 
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-1 J vMp(F (B» = vKp{(h,X) I h(X)eB} = v{hlh(X)eB)dp(X) = p(B) 
X 

by Fubini's theorem and the definition of p. 

On the other hand olNxR ~ oINxOxR by p(g,X):=(ug,go'X). 

We then have the following commutative diagram: 

IN o MOxR Id.xF 

Thus, IN + -1 IN 1 v MP ( (F) ( CKE) ] = V KVXP [i d ( C ) xF ( E)] = 
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IN -1 = v ( C) . VKP ( F ( E) ) 
IN = V Kp ( CKE) . I!iI 

IN IN IN t Let (0 )(R,~(O xR),v xp,F ) be as above. Then 

IN IN tIN IN (0 xR,~,v xp) is a probability space and F :0 xR---+O KR is a 

(non-invertible) continuous measure preserving map. 

We now take the inverse limit of the system: 

IN IN IN t (0 xR,~(O KR),v Kp,F). This by definition will yield a 

F-invariant measure. We give the definition of inverse limit 

for clarity. Following this, we give an easy application of 

inverse limits to ergodic systems. 

Definition 5.2: lP) Let (N,~,~,T) be a measure preserving 

system. That is, (N,~,~) is a complete probability space and 

-1 
T:N---+H is a measurable function with ~ (E)=~(E), ¥BeE. 

00 

Form the subset H of the infinite product n H defined 
"=0 

'" Tix =x H = ( (xn ) I for all i~n} and let IT i : N---+X be n n-i 

ithcoPy of X. "" projection onto the Let ~ be the smallest 

-1 a-algebra on N which contains all of the ITl (~). The 

by 

"" 00 1 
countable additive measure ~ defined on the algebra U IT-i ~ nao 

"" -1 by ~(ITi (E))=~(E) if EeE extends by the Caratheodory-Hopf 

Theorem to all~. complete ~ with respect to~. Define 
"" ... 

It follows that: 
,. -1 
~(IT i (E)) =~( E) . ( '*) 

The system (H,~,~,T) is called the inverse limit of 

--------.--.---
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(l't,:B,VI,T) '1i!I 

We prove a lemma related to ergodlcity for inverse limits. 

We assume (~,:B,V',T) be a measure preserving system of a 

compact metric space l't; (H,:B,V',T) the inverse limit. 

Let (X,~,m,S) be a measure preserving system of the 

compact metric space X. Assume m is s-ergodlc. A point 

xeX is said to be m-generic if V¢ec(X) (i.e. ¢ is a 

continuous real valued function on X) we have 
1 n-l k 

J t/> dm = lim - kE t/J( S x). X n~oo n aO 

By the Birkhoff Ergodic Theorem m a.e. point of X is 

m-generic. 

Lemma 5.3s Suppose V' is T-ergodic, and (x 1 )eH has the 
.... 

property that Xo Is VI-generic. Then, (Xl) Is VI-generic. 

Proofs Xo VI-generic implies that for any ¢EC(H), 
1 n-l k J ¢ dV' = 11mn~ n k~O ¢(T xO), 

N 

-n Note if yeT xo ' then 

1 n-l k 1 n-l k 
limn~oo n k~O t/>(T y) = limn~oo n k~O ¢(T xO) 

+ so that xn=nn(x i ) is VI-generic Vne2 • 

... " 
Let ¢ E C(H). Since l't is a compact metric space, by 

... " 
construction so is H. So ¢ is uniformly continuous and thus 

" for any n>O, we can find Nem such that V(yi),(Zi)eH, if Yl=zi 
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... ... 
for all i~N, we have I¢«yi»-¢«zi» I < n. That is, N 

... 
places determines the value of ¢ up to n. 

For each Y~, fix a sequence (yi)eN such that yN=y, that 
i -1 

is, yN-i=T Y i=0,1, ••. ,N and YN+i eT (YN+i - 1 ). Assume 

xN....-..(XOx1 •.. ). Define 4>EC(N)=C(7tNN) by ¢(Y):=4>«Yi»' If 

'" 
(zi)~ is any sequence with zN=Y then zi=Yi for 1=0,1, ••• ,N 

and by uniform continuity: 
A A A A 

l4> o7tN ( (z 1 ) ) _.4>( ( Z i) ) I = I ¢o (y) -¢( ( Z 1) ) I ~ I ¢( (y 1) ) -4>( (z 1) ) I < x. 

So H > 

= I J,. ~ d; - I ... 4> dY' I :: , I ... ~ d; - IN 1> dY' ,. 
N 7tNN N 

on the other hand, by our above remarks on genericlty, 
1 n-l k 1 n-t k 1 n-l... k 

¢ dVl .-- - k~ rpoT (x O) = k~ rpoT (xN) = - k~ rpoT «xi»' 
N n =0 n "0 n =0 

.... 
S1nce n was arbitrary, (xi) 1s VI-generic, as des1red .• 

We say that a point (xi)~ is generic in the future with 
... 

respect to VI (abbreviated g.i.f.) if x is VI-generic. o 

The above lemma says that if (xi) is g.i.f. with respect to 
... "-

'I', then (Xi) is VI-generic. 

Corollary 5.4. If (N,~,V',T) is an ergodic measure 
"" '" A ,.. 

preserving system then so is the inverse limit (N,~,V',T)'a 

In order to make the above definition of inverse limits 



accommoda~9 shiC~s. we make a conven~ion ~ha~ all oC our 

inverse limi~s will be wri~~en backwards. i.e. 

such t.hat. i 
T (x ) .. x +". -n -n.l. 

5.5: We apply the above definition to our system 
IN IN IN + '" '" "'oJ. 

(0 xR,$(O xR),v xp,F ) to get the inverse limit (N,$,~,F ). 

such that VnefN, But this implies 
'" A 

that X~g:=~g' Clearly, ~ and thus N ~ ~ via 
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-1 
9( •.. ,(9_190···,9_1X),(9091···,X» := ( •.. g-190g1""X), We 

have the following commutative diagram: 

A A+ 
N __ ..;;;F __ --.~ N 

ell e 

R 
F 

----~p R 

Define p:= e*·~, that is, p(B) = 
iii! an F-invariant measure, (Pl)* p = v 

A -1 
~(e (B~». Then p is 

We end this section with the proof that the measure we 

have constructed is in fact ergodic. 

IN 
Theorom 5.6: v&xp& is ergod1c and p& is ergodic. 

Sublemma. (a)~(b)~(c) where 
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(a) There do not exist disjoint non-empty sets Tl and T2 in 

R where for 1=1,2: 1=p(TiIX)=vslhlhXeT11, VxeT1 . 

(b) v~xP& is an ergodic measure with respect to F+. 

(c) Pc is an ergodic measure with respect to F. 

Proof of sublemmas (a)~(b) See BreimanlBJ,p.137. 

(b).(c) follows immediately from corollary 5.4. 

Proof of theorem: We prove (a). 

Define H:={he061 If-hl<&}. Then v (H)=1. 
& 

We show first 

that if such sets Tl and T2 exist, then there exist disjoint 

(relatively) open sets Ti ,T 2 such that h(Ti)cT i for every 

heM. In particular, we will have f(Ti)cT i , i=1,2. 

Assume XeT1 • Since v (H)=l, it follows that c 

1=v&{heHlhXeT1 }, I.e. Lebesgue a.e. point in the open 

&-diamond E about fX Is in T1 • 

Suppose YeE is in T2 · Since YeT 2, Lebesgue a.e. point 

0, the &-diamond 1 about fY, is in T2 · On the other hand 

there exists a sequence of points Y 1 EErYI' 1 converging to Y 

for each Yi, Lebesgue a.e. point in 0 1 the &-diamond about 

fY l is in Ti , a contradiction (see figure 10). 

Hence every point of E=E(X) is disjoint from T2 Let 

in 

and 

Ti := U E(X), i=1,2. The above discussion implies T1 and T2 
XeT i 

iThe diamond shape Is determined by the norm 1(-,')1=1' 1+1' I. 
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are disjoint, open sets in R such that VheH, h(Ti)CT i , i=1,2. 

Now, reall from theorem 1.4 that fie is topologically 
2 IX) i 

transitive, ®:= n f (R). Since e is an attractor, it 
n=O 

follows that 3p,qeZ+ such that f P(T1 )ne¢0, fq(T2)~' By 

topological transitivity, 3ne2+ with fP+n(T1)nenfq(T2)~0. 
m ~ ~ + 

But, f(Ti)cT 1 ~ £ (Ti)CT i , VmeZ , a contradiction .• 

lookat~ G 
.,/"" / -...;;:;..../ 

.,/"" I 

~.e61 

a.e. pt. in T 2 

Figure 10 

"-

Corollary 6.8, If (g,X)eR is generic in the future with 
~ "-

respect to p, then (g,X) is p-generic. 

Proof: Follows directly from theorem 5.6 and lemma 5.3. u 

2Actually, fIe is topological mixing, but we only need the 
weaker property. 



Section VIs The Relat.ionship Between the Two Measures. 

In this section, we show that the two measures ~ and s 

P are in fact the same measure. s 

The outline of the proof of ~ =P is as follows: We let s IS 

\ 
TcR be the support of p and begin by showili:g that we can 

IS . 

2 define ~ such that ~ (0 xT)=l. Then, we show that on T 
IS IS 
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Z Lebesgue measure on ~ is absolutely continuous with respect 

to p. Using the absolute continuity of the stable 
IS 

foliation, we show that integrating out over a piece of 

unstable manifold WCintT, we get a set in T of positive 

Lebesgue measure and hence of positive Ps measure. By 

ergodicity of V~KP , it follows that P_ almost every point of s IS Co 

this set is generic in the future and hence ps-generic. It 

follows that p almost every point is p -generic. This 
IS IS 

implies that ~&=PIS' as desired. 

As mentioned in the introduction, we will develop the 

machinery for the property of absolute continuity of the 

stable foliation rather than quoting already established 

results (KSJ. This is because the proofs are straightforward 

and illustrate quite clearly the situation. 
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Recall the notation describing the set up of the perturbed 

system. It can be found in definition 1.5 and again at the 

beginning of sectlon V. 

z Z Let H:={heOo,lh-fl<s}. Then, vs(H )=1. By definition the 

statement "10'& a.e. halo" is equivalent to Af,s a.e. helL 

and 

Denote the support of p by T. Then TcR is closed, p(T)=! 
& 

o is open onT~0 if and only if p (OnT»O. 
& 

Proposition 6.1: 

(i) h(T) c intT, for all heH. 

Z IN 
(ii) There exists geO , gOgl'" vs-generic and L a linear 

piece of unstable manifold in Rg such that the measure ~s 

defined as in section III has the property that ~ a.e. point 
& 

IN 
(g,X) has gOgl ... eH and XeintT. 

Proof': (i) We have! = Pe(T) = J v (hlhXETldp = 
X e & 

ITVs{hlhXETldPs so for p& a.e. XET we have Vs a.e. hEOo with 

the property that hXET. 

a. Fix XeT such that Af a.e. heM we have hXeT. Let heM 
,& 

be arbitrary. We want to show hxeintT. Assume Ih-fl=e-~, 

~>o. By the properties of Lebesgue measure A~,h a.e. gal~,h 

has gXeT, i.e. Lebesgue a.e. point in a ~-diamond about hX 

1s itself in T. T is closed implies that this ~-diamond lies 

completely in T. So hXeint(T) and it follows that u hX e 
hell 



int(T) (see figure 11). 

Figure 11 

Figure 12 

b. On the other hand, fix h=f+&-~, ~>O. Suppose YeT is 

such that h(Y)ET. Since T is closed 3 r>O such that 

d(hY,T»r. Let e=min(r,~). Then, if Ig-hl<~, it follows 

that gYeT (see figure 12). 
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Let 0 be the open e-diamond about hCY) and let 

D:={ge061Ig-hl < e/2}. We have psCO)=O and 

v CD)=A
f 

(D)~2(&2-e2/4). Also, ~l(O)~DxU where 
& ,& 

U:=int( n g-10 ) is open and ~~{Y}~ so p&(U»O. (U is 
geD 

clearly the open e/2-diamond about Y.) Hence 

o = p (0) = v xp ~l(O) ~ v xp (DxU) > 0, a contradiction. 
& & & & & 
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So h(T)cT. By (a), h(T)cint(T). Since hEH was arbitrary, we 

have VhEH, h(T)cint(T).c 

(ii) Recall e := ~ fnCR) is the attractor of the Lozl mapping 
n=O 

f and that theorem 1.4 stated that e = cl(Wu(X» where X is 

the fixed point of f in the I quadrant. 

By part (i) and the fact that fEH, f(T)cintT. Thus, 

It follows that 6nintT;a!0. Let 

feenintT. Then, fee ~ fecl(WuX). So 3y e wUXnintT and we can 

find an open disk LcWuX with LcintT, Now, choosing gog!, .. 

~ + 
v&-generic such that gieH Vie2 , it follows that the ~& 

defined as in section III has the properties that (1) ~& a.e. 

(g,X) has gOgl ... eH~ which we will denote by gEO~xH~ and (2) 

Z ~ ~ 
~&(Q xT)=1. property (1) implies (2a) ~&(O xH xT)=l. By 

~ ~ F-invariance, ~&[F(O xH xT)]=1 and by part (i) 

IN~ ~~ IN~ F(O xH xT)cO xH xintT. Hence ~&(Q xH xintT)=l. s 

Let H~:={he061Ih-f I<&-m. 

Let A be normalized Lebesgue measure on R. 

Assume the Lebesgue measure of R Is r. 



Proofs Let AcT with A(A»O. We want to show that p (A»O. 
& 

(a) Suppose 3yeT and A(AynA»O where Ay:={hylheH}. 

Then 3~>0 such that A(AynA»~> and T>O such that Vs(H-H~)< 

(~)(f) where t:=2&2 is the Lebesgue measure of the 

&-diamond Ay ' Let A :={hylheH}. Then A(A nA»~/2>0. y,T T y,T 

We look at 0T:={xld(x,y)<T}. Since yeT, it follows that 

o nT 1s open and non-empty. Hence p (0 »0. Suppose xeO . T £;; T T 

Then d(x,Y)<T and u hx ~ A 
hal y, T 

Thus, 
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p~(A) = f v {hlhxeA}dp 
Go R £;; £;; 

= f v {heHlhXeA}dp o £;; £;; 
~ J (~/2t)dp 

() & 
T T 

= (~/2t)·p (0 ) > O. 
& T 

(b) So we need to show that 3yeT such that A(AynA»O. 

Let z be a point of density of AcT, i.e. a point of A with 

the property that if 0 (z) is a 2-n neighborhood of z in R, 
X.(On(z)nA) n 

then X.(On(Z) ~ 1, as n~oo. Since Lebesgue a.e. point of 

A is a point of density (RuJ, such a z exists. 

-1 -1 Suppose H (z)nT~0. Let yeH (z)nT. Then yeT and Ay is an 

open neighborhood of z and hence A(AynA»O and we can apply 

(a). We need to show that such a z exists. 

Define H-1 (Z):={h-1zlheH}. Similarly define H-1 (0), 0 a 

set. -1 Suppose cl(H (z»)nT=0. Then, since T is also closed 3 

a neighborhood 0 of z such that H-1 (0)nT=0. Since 0 is open 

and ~~{z}~0, we have p (~»O. 
& 

But, P (0) = J v {hlhxeO}dp 
& R & & 



= f v {hIXEh-1C}dp = 
T e 6: 

0, a contradiction. 

So Cl(H-l(Z)nT~0. -1 If H (z)nT~0, we are done, so we 

assume OH-1(Z)nT ~ 0. -1 
Thus, 3 he8H such that h (z)=yET. 

Suppose that A n{density points of A}=0. Then ~(AynA)=O. 
~«()n~Z)nA) 3 + 

But then A(On(Z) s 4 < 1 Vne2 , a contradiction (see 

figure 13). So 3 Z'eAy a density point of A and 

H-1Z'nT:::>{Y}~'11 

Figure 13 

Lemma 6.3: Let (g,Y)E~OC(g,X) w1th (g,Y) g.1.f. (w1th 

IN respect to v xp). Then (g,X) 1s g.1.f., where we recall 
6: & 
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that (g,X) is generic in the future (g.1.f) if (gOgl""X) is 

IN 
v xp -generic. 

6: & 

Proof': s We recall that by definition of Wloc(g,X) for any n>O 

3 Ne2+ such that Vn~N: 
+ n + + n + d«F ) (g ,X),(F ) (g ,Y»<7). (*) 

~ IN Since Q xR is compact it follows that ¢EC(Q xR) is 



uniformly continuous, i.e. for any {>O 3 ~>O such that: 

if d«h+,W),(hT,Z»<~ then 14>(h+,W)-4>(hT,Z)I<{' 

We choose N=N(~) such that Vn~N (*) is valid. Then 

14>( (F T ) n (g T , X) -4>( (F T) n (g T , y) 1 <{ and 

n-1 I ~ 4> d(v~xp ) - lim ~ L 4>«F+)i(g+,y» 1 s 
o HR & & n ... oo n 1=0 

S 11mn+
00

{ = {. 

Since this is true for any {, we have 

~ f IN tP d (v xp ) 
o xR (; (; 
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We now begin our discussion of the absolute continuity of 

the stable foliation. The following development is an 

adaptation of similar proofs in Collet and Levy [CLJ. 

Fix Z gal . Let W be a segment in the unstable cone 

i.e. W lies in Rg and makes an absolute angle of less 

a-~2-4b with the x-axis (see remarks following c:- 2 
proposition 2.4) • Recall by lemma 2.9 that the angle 

of Rg, 

than 

between 

a line in the stable cone and a line in the unstable cone has 

the property that tan0>.3. 

Denote by 1('), the Lebesgue measure of the line ('). 

Since WcRg , l(W)<oo; we assume l(W»O. 



suppose for XeW, 

s d(OWlin (X),W»4r. 

s Wlin(X) exists and that for some r>O, 

Define W~(X) :={yEW~in(X) Id(Y,X)~4r}.1 
s lemma 2.9, d(W,OWr»r. Denote by Wr the line "parallel to" 
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By 

and "above" W at a distance r. It follows that W;(X) crosses 

Wr . Since Wr is in the unstable cone of every point YeWr , we 

have VXEP r , W;(X) crosses Wr transversally. Everything is 

linear, so this crossing point is unique. 

Assume d(W,Sl(g»>R for some R>O. By theorem 2.10, for 

every re[O,R) there exists closed sets Prcw with the property 
s that VXePr , Wr(X) exists and there exists r>o such that 

l(W)-l(p )~r'r, r depending only on the Lozi mapping. 
r 

We define ~r:Pr~Wr by ~i(X)=W~(X)nMr we note that ~r 
is order preserving in the following sense. If X,YePr with X 

"to the left of" Y, denoted X~Y then ~rX~~rY' With this in 

mind, we make the following two definitions. 

(i) Since Pr is closed, either Pr is empty or Pr={pt.} or 

Pr has two distinct points X,Y with the properties that X~Y 

and if ZePr , Z~X,Y then X~Z~Y. Let Wr:=[~rX'~rYJ where 
-

[~rX'~rYJ := {zewrl~rx~zi~rY}U{~rX'~rY}' By lemma 2.9, 

I(W )~ t 2
': +1(W)~ 8r+I(W)<ro. r an ... 

lNote that this definition differs slightly from that given in 
theorem 2.10. However, this clearly changes only the value 
of r by a similar factor. 
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(11) Let X and Y be as in (1), let I be an interval 

Ic(X,YJ such that 8I={Q,~}cPr' We define ~r(I):=(~rQ'~r~J. 

Finally, we note that if t~r, then ~t (and hence ~t) is well 

defined on Pr . 

Lemma 6.4:: 

XePr ' YePs and 

2 Let re(O,l] and let R=(r/8) . 

d(X,Y)<r 2 then: 

Then VS~R 1f 

(l-~)d(X,y) < d(~sX,~sY)< (l+~)d(X,y). 

Proof: Recall J>O is such that: & <J< 

Let u be the expansion along W (and 
n 

~ (see theorem 2.10). 

hence Ws ) by gn. We 

note Un+1>Un'u>un ' Also, we will simplify and let i Si:=g S, 
+ 2 ieZ. Let d(X,Y)=~<r. Then 3 N~ such that: 

r < < r 
-N- ~ N-1 
J uN J UN- 1 

Assume for some j, OSj<N, S_j crosses W at some point Z 

between X and Y. From d(X,Z)<~, we have d(gjx,gjZ)<~'vj, 

gjzes. Therefore 

d(gjx,S) = ~'Uj ~ ~'uN-l ~ r'J-N+1 ~r'J-j 

that XePr ' a contradiction. 

implying 

Now assume that S_j crosses Ws for some j OSj<N at a point 

Z between ~sX and ~sY. Since S_j cannot cross a stable 

manifold by definition and cannot cross W by the above, it 

follows that S_j must have a cusp inside the quadr1lateral 

Q:=(X,~sX,¢sY,y). But a cusp is a point belonging to S_k 

OSk<j. By this same reasoning S_k must have a cusp in Q. By 

induction Q must intersect S, a straight line wh1ch 1s a 



contradiction (see figure 14). 

Q 

x v 

Figure 14 

Hence gjQ must be a quadrilateral OSjSN (note equality), 
j i.e. 9 does not bend Q. Thus (see figure 15), 

n N d(g X,g Y) = ~'uN' 
N N N s N d(g X,g ?sX) S c sino S 4sc , by lemma 2.9 and 

Since Wand Ws are 

d ( gN ~ s X, gN ~ s Y ) 

d(gNx,gNY) 
= 
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d (g" 4>s X,g"4>s Y) d(X,Y) 

d(4)s X,¢sY) d(gNX,gN y ) 
= 

d(4) X,¢ Y) 

I Therefore 5 s - 1 <Ys and 
d(X,Y) 

(1-6)d (X, Y) < d(4)s X,4>s Y) < ( 1 +6) d ( X, Y ) , 

r 

w 
x 

, , , , , , 
~ cNr f 

Figure 15 

, , , 

Lemma 6.5: Let BeW be a Borel set. 

(f) If l(B)=O we have l(¢r(BnPrW»=O, Vr>O. 

1 • 

as desired'
llI 

(ff) Let re(O,l} and let R=(rI8)2. Then VS~R, we have: 

(1-4~)'l(A)-r'r ~ l(¢ A) ~ (1+4~)'l(A}+r'r 
5 

where A=Bf"IPr . 
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Proof'S (i) Claim: l(4) (BnP W»=O, R=(r/8)2; Vr,B,W as above. n r 

Then, if Xe¢n(BnPrW) we have XePr_n(Wn ); namely, letting 

Y:=4>- l x ~ d(gjx,S)~d(gjy,S)-d(gjx,gjy»J-j·r-cj·n~J-j(r-n). 
r 

Define B1:=4> (BnP (W». r r Since 
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l(Blf"lP (W) )=0, by the claim l(¢> (Bln!?r (W» )=0. 
r-R r R -R R 

j. 

Repeating this process, we have a sequence of closed sets: 

BnI? (W), ¢> (BnI? W), ¢ (Bln!? (W »), ••• converging to the r R r R r-It R 
j. 

closed set ¢>r(Bnpr). Since (each member)=O, it follows that 

l ( ¢ r ( Bn!? r ) = 0 . 

To show the claim, we look at a point Y:=¢>RX. Suppose Y is 
~ 

a density point of A:=¢ (BnI?). Then leO nA)/l(O )~l as n~oo 
R r n n 

- -n + where 0n:={ZeWrld(Z,Y)<2 }. Let Nez be chosen such that 

-N 2 2 <r and define A:=Bf"lP r . It follows from lemma 6.4 that 

¢-1(~ ni)cO nA where 0 :={ZEWld(Z,X)«1+~)·2-n}. Since ¢ 
r n n n R - ~ -is one-to-on~, we have l(On)+l(On) and l(OnnA)+l(OnnA) as n~oo 

implying that X is a density point of A, a contradiction to 

l(A ):Sl( B) =0. 
o 

(i1) It suffices to prove the lemma where BeW is an 

interval, l(B»O. Without 1055 of generality assume 3T>0 

such that aB={X,Y} has the property that Ws(X) and WS(Y) 
T T 

exist. Choose R>O with the properties that R:s(r/8)2 and 

.:ST. Let S:SR. 

Let {>O be such that {<l(A)1S (6). By definition W\Ps 
15 open 50 we can find a sequence of disjoint open intervals 

00 

(Uj)j_~+. such that: W\P ~ u U. Using the definition 
""""" 5 j=O j 

- + (ii) above, let Vj=¢s(Uj ), jeZ. Since l(W),l(Ws)<oo, it 

follows that there exists an integer N~ such that 
00 00 2 
E l(U j ) < ~, E l(Vj ) < {, l(Uj)<r, j~Nl. 

j=Nl j=Nl 



We add to A those Uj whose endpoints are close enough to 

estimate their expansion. This last inequality says that 
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only finitely many intervals that are too wide remain, i.e.: 

Nt-1 00 

Let A' := B\ U Uj . Then A'=AU U U and 
j=O j=Nl j 

( 1 ) ( 5) 
l( A) S l(A' ) S l( A) +{ . 

00 

'1'he set A' : = Ws n [ArU U Vj I is an open subset of Ws such 
j=Nt 

that l(A')~ rr + {. We can therefore find a sequence 
00 

(Vj)jeZ+ of disjoint open intervals of Ws such that A'= U V'. 
j=O j 

Let Uj:=;~1(Vj), jeZ+. Let N2~ be 

- 1 - Nz-1 
Let A":=¢ [¢ (A')\ U V'l. 

s s j=O j 

-
l(¢ (A") s 

(4) (2) 
l(¢ (A') 

5 

such that l(Uj)<r 2, 

Then 

l(¢ (A")+rr+{. 
5 

Now A" is a finite union of closed intervals I=(~,~J 

Nt-1 N2-1 
whose endpoints are in Ps ' I.e. A"=B\( U Uj U U Uj). 

j=O j=O 

of W 

( Ci, ~) =U j , j:::N 1 In either case Ci,~eP r 
- - 2 and l(~,~) <r . We conclude that for each I, there exists a 

finite number q=q(I) and points ~=~O~~1~"'~~q=~ such that 

(a) aiePr , i=O,l, ••• ,q 
., 

(b) l(Qi_1,Qi)<r~f i=1, ••• ,q. 

By lemma 6.4, l(¢s[~i-l'~iJ) S (1+iS)l(ai _1 ,a1 ) and 

l(¢sI) < (1+iS)l(I). We have: 
( 3 ) 

l(¢AfI) S (1+Vs)l(A"). s 



Combining these results (where the numbers indicate the 

inequality used), it follows that: 

(1) (2) (3) 
l(tlasA) S l(tlas(A') S l(tlasA")+rr+1;' S (1+rs)l(A")+rr+1;' S 

(4) (5) ( 6 ) 
S (l+~)l(A' )+rr+~ s (1+~)l(A) + (1+~)1;' + rr+1;' S 

S (1+4,1s)l(A)+rr . 

We reverse the roles of A and ¢s(A) to get: 

(1-4~)'l(A)-rr Sl(tIa A) s 

giving us the desired inequallty.u 

Lemma 6.6: Let BeW be a Borel set and define: 

B := B U U tIa (BnP). Then, 
r sSr s s 

(i) if l(B)=O, we have ~(Br)=O, Vr and 

(ii) 1f l(B»O, 3 TB>O such that Vr, O<rSTB, ~(Br»O. 
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Proof: (1) X(Br)=X(B U U ¢ (BnP )=f l(¢ (BnP »dl(s) = 0 
sSr s s [0, r ) s s 

by the above theorem 6.5. 

(11 ) 

have 

= f 

2 Let re(0,1), A:=PrnB and R=(r/8) • From lemma 6.5, we 

X(B ) = X(B U U ¢ (Bnp ) ~ X(B U U ¢ (A» = 
r sSr s s SSR s 

t(¢sA)dl(s) ~ f [(1-4,1S)l(A)-r'r)dl(s) ~ 
[O,R] [O,R) 

[ (1-4n)l(A) -r· r ldl( s) = [( 1-4Yn)l(A) -r· r l' R. 

[O,R) 

From theorem 2.10, l(A»l(B)-r'r so that 

[(1-4"iit)l(A)-r'r)'R ~ [l(B)-2r'r+4,IR(r'r-l(B» 1 'R. choosing 



TB>O small enough so that 2rT+4YTl(B)<l(B), it follows that 

Vr~TB' A(Br)~[l(B)-2r·r+4~(r·r-l(B))]·R>0 .• 
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This completes the proof of the absolute continuity of the 

stable foliation. We now use this result to conclude that 
,.. 

the two F-invariant measures ~ and p are in fact the same 
& & 

measure for every &>0. 

Lemma 6.7: Let WcintT be any line in the unstable cone of 

a point XeR g , where gOg1'" is v~-generic. Then l a.e. point 
,.. 

of W is p -generic. s 

Proof: By corollary 5.8, it suffices to show that l a.e. 

point of W is generic in the future (g.i.f.). Let BCW be any 

Borel subset, l(B)O. Choose r~TB as in lemma 6.6 such that 

BrcintT. Then A(Br)O and we have P&(Br)O from lemma 6.2. 

IN IN 
Since gOgl'" is v -generic and v xp is ergodic it follows & & & 

that p& a.e. point X of Rg has the property that (g,X) is 

g.i.f .. So Br must have a point Y such that (g,Y) is g.i.f. 

s and by construction either YeS or YeW1inx for some xeS. By 

lemma 6.3, it follows that X 1s g.1.f •. Hence 3 a p01nt of B 

which 1s g.i.f .. This clearly impl1es the lemma' m 

Theorem 6.81 P =~ • 
& & 

Proof: We show that for VnSZ+ and z v_ a.e. g, ~ ... &,g,n a.e. X is 
,.. ~ 

ps-generic. By lemma 4.6, this implies that ~& a.e. (g.X)eR 



,., 
is p&- generic. Hence, for any ¢ec(R) we have: 

1 n-. k 
fR ¢> dP& = fR 11mn --+00 n k~O 4>oF dl-'& = 

n-~ 

= lim J... 4> d (!. ~ Fk I-' ) = f... 4> dl-' n--+oo R n k =0 & R & 

and Ps = /-Is· 

Let ~:={{g}xWlw,g satisfying (a),(b),(c),(d) below}. 

(a) W is a linear piece of unstable manifold of Rg . 

IN 
(b) gogl ... is ~s-generic. 

(c) ~ exists VneZ+, ~Z a.e.genZ and ~ has 
s,g,n s &,g,n 

absolutely continuous conditional measures with respect to 

Riemmannian volume on W In the sense that 

~w ~-c /-1:= /-l «l 
&,g,n CEV cnW#0 s,g,n 

n,g' 

on W. 

(d) 
Z 

WcH xintT. 
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Then ~~{g}x~ for ~Z a.e. 9 where (a) follows by definition n,g & 

of Y , (b) follows by lemma 3.5(c), (c) follows by theorem n,g 

4.4 and (d) follows by (6.1). Since sUPP(/-I )cV, we &,g,n n,g -have supp(/-l )cl~IR I where I~IR I = {XeRl(g,X)e{gJxWemJ. &,g,n 9 9 

Let {g}xwem. By (a),(b),(d) and lemma 6.7 l a.e. point of W 
... 

is P -generic. 
& 

from which it 

above remarks 

By (c) the 

follows that 

this implies 

same is 

~ &,g,n 

I-' &,g,n 
Z + 

Vs a.e 9 and VneZ , as desired. m 

true ~" Vne2+ /-I&,g,n a.e. 

a.e. xel~IR I. 
9 

From our 
... 

a.e. X is P -generic, for & 
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SECTION VIII The Lindting Process and 

the Proof of the Main Theorem 

In this last section, we prove the main theorem, that is, 

Theorem 1.8. In the fIrst lemmas, we consIder what happens 

to I-l as 0:-+0. e 
'/( 

It is clear that any limit point I-l of I-l is 0: 

supported on the single fiber over g with gn=f for all neZ. 

* Hence, (P2)'/(1-l is f-invariant. For ease of notation, we 

* We first show that P2~ has absolutely continuous 

condItIonal measures on the unstable manIfolds of R. Thus, 

* a.e. ergodic component of of P2~ has this property. By 

Collet and Levy [CL] a unIque sInaI-Bowen-Ruelle 

measure exIsts on Rl. We then show that any ergodIc measure 

of R with absolutely continuous conditional measures on 

unstable manIfolds Is thIs S-B-R measure. From thIs we 

* conclude that P2~ is ergodic and is indeed the unIque S-B-R 

measure on R. 

Finally, by theorem 6.8, we will have that P&~P2Pe=P2~e -+ 

1r 
P2~ , as desired. 

lcollet and Levy showed that a unique S-B-R measure exIsts on 
the region E defined by Misiurewicz (MI. However, we will 
show In lemma 7.5, that this S-B-R measure 15 valid for the 
trapping region R. 
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Let {e.} be a subsequence of {e} such that ~ ~ 
~ e. * some ~ 

~ 

~* * and ~ ~ some ~n as i-)oo (in the weak topology). 
ei,n 

This 

can be done as follows. 
(0) 

Let {~ ) be a subsequence of {~) 

* * such that ~ (0)~J.1 in the weak topology. Assume 
e 

sequences {e(Q)}::>{e(1)}::> ••• ::>{e(k)} have been chosen such that 

" r-' (i.) 
e ,n 

* Go) ~* ___ ~. JJ 

, r-'n 
, i=l, ... ,k and 

Let (c(k+1)} be a subsequence of (c(k\ such that 

J.1 (k+1) 
* Go) 

It is clear that 
e ,n 

b f ~ (k)., V "7-'+ 
{c.), i~k is a su sequence 0 ,c ~, kE~, as desired. 

~ 

~ 
Denote by gfEO the sequence ( .•. fff ... ). 

~ :=~ and V f:=V (see section IV for definitions). 
n,f n,gf n, n,gf 

We noted before that supp(~ ) and supp(~ ) 
e e.n 

are 

contained in 

* supp(1-/ ) and 

We denote 

Lemma 7.1: 

c 1 (H xR) 
e 
~* supp(1-/ ) 

n 

* (P2) *1-/ 

~ 
where He:={gEO I If-gl<c). It follows that 

are contained in 

. t * by JUS P2~' 

(1) p~ . ./(E) * ~ = IJ (0 xE) for all EeJ!,(RfJ. 
..:: 



(a) 

f-invar ian t. 
l1li 

+ 
Lemma 7.2: For each nE~ , 

"'* * J..I ~ J..I n 

(b) ---* -n P:;fln (R fr~l-r)" 2 , where,., is independen t of nand 

(c) "'* P--J.J (Rf-V f)=O. ..:: n n, 

Proof: (a) By lemma 4.6(i), 

"-

~ J..I , Ve,n. e 
Suppose 

¢:R~~ is continuous and non-negative. "'* Then, J..I (¢)= 
n 

lim ~e. ,n(¢) ~ :im J..Ie . (¢)= J..I*(¢). 
i~oo ~ ~~oo ~ 

As in the proof of lemma 

4.6(i), this suffices. 
o 
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'" '" -n (b) By lemma 4.6(ii) J..I (R)~1-""2 , e,n 
where,., is independent 

"'* "of nand e. Since R is closed, J..I (R) 
n 

-n 
~ 1-,.,'2 . 

..... 
~ lim J..I (R) ~ 

i~oo e.i.' n 

(c) Recall that supp(~ )e A~. Since ~ is closed, J..I (~)=1 
e,n n e 

implies J..I*(~)=l and since AC is open, 
n 

~ (Ac)=O implies 
e,n n 

"'*(Ac)=O. 
J..In n Hence 

~* ..... A 

J..I (R-V )=0 and by 7.1(i), n n 
"'* P2 J..1 (Rf-V f)=O. n n, III 

Let A, ~ be as in 4.8. That is, we have fixed nE~+ 

" and chosen U. eU; A:=p(U. lex-axis; ~:={A1,A2' .•• } is a 
~,n n ~,n 

countable semi-algebra generating the Borel o-algebra on A. 

+ 
Also, :J)t' te~ is an increasing partition of [-0,0], :J)t<y) is 

that element of :J)t containing y. 

+ 
Lemma 7.3: For each ne~ and for all ye[ -D .• DJ .• ,q e~. p . 
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Sublemma: 

"'* ;Z (i) /-I (0 l({x)x{-D,Dl )=0. 
n 

(ii) ~~(c)=o for all ce~f 

The lemma is then proved in exactly the same way as was 

proved lemma 4.11. 
Ill! 

Proof (of sublemma): Extend lemma 4.7, by noting that by lemma 

'" "'* 4.5, /-I (A ):::;( ••• ) implies that /-I (A ):::;( ••• ) 
ei,n m n m 

open'
ra 

since A is 
m 

Theorem 7.4: + "'* For each neZ, the densities of /-In with 

respect to Riemannian volume on elements of ~ fare n, 

"'* constant, /-I a.e .. 
n 

Proof: Let A ed, 
p 

+ 
for some peZ . 

H~* (y) = { 

"'* Z /-I (il! (0 x1) p( y ) xA » 
n ~ p 

"'* ~ /-In ( il! (0 x1) l( y ) xA) ) 

o 

*p Define Hl :[-D,D]~~ by: 

It follows that satisfies condition (**) of 4.8 

above. Thus, by the Martingale Convergence Theorem, 

as l~oo for 

Then, 
+ 

""feZ , 



This, implies for a fixed t, 3 E(l»O such that 

Z 
/..I. ( ~ (n x1) l( y ) xA ) > O. 
ci,n 

So, applying lemma 7.3 and 4.8: 

Z 
/..I. (~(nx1).[(y)xA)) 

V&.<EU) 
~ 

mA 
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lim. 
~-+oo 

ci,n p mA 
p 

1 imi -+oo mA 
::: p 

mA . 
c. <E( l) 
~ 

It follows that HP*(y):::o or 
* mA 

HP (y)::: --p 
mA 

c. <E (.[) 
~ 

As in 4.8, we 

"'* conclude that for /..I. a.e. CE~ f' n n, 
"'*c 
~ has constant 

n 

density with respect to Riemannian volume on c. 
III 

Theorem 7.5: * p~ has absolutely continuous conditional 

measures on the unstable manifolds of R. 

Proof: Follows immediately from theorem 7.4 and lemma 7.2. 
II 

Theorem 7.6: ~ unique (ergodic) Sinai-Bowen-Ruelle measure u 

exis ts on the trapping region R=R f' 

Proof: By Collet and Levy [CL] a unique Sinai-Bowen-Ruelle 

measure u exists on the region E defined by Misiurewicz (see 

proposition 1.3). It suffices to show that A a.e. point of R 

has an (open) neighborhood V such that A a.e. point of V is 

u-generic. 

Suppose for ZER, 3 neZ+ such that fn Z e intE. Then 3 a 

neighborhood V of Z in R such that fn(V)cE. Since u is 

S-B-R, we have A a.e. point of fn V is u-generic. This 

obviously implies A a.e. point of V is u-generic. 



00 00 

Now, by proposition 1.3, n fnR= n fnE 
n::::O n::::O 

so that the 

f-orbit of every point tends towards E. Note that, except 

+ 
for the fixed point X, for every point Z on the DE, 3ne~ 
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such that fnZeintE. Hence, the only points Z of R for which 

an ne~+ such that fnZeintE does not exist are on the stable 

manifold through X, as set of A-measure o. 
II 

Although the following results (7.7-7.10) are considered 

in the context of the Lozi mapping f, these results can be 

applied to other (piecewise) diffeomorphisms whenever they 

make sense. 

Definitions 7.7: 

(1) By ~ we denote the set of f-invariant measures on Rand 

by ~ we denote the set of ergodic measures on R. 
e 

'" s (2) Let R:=<XeRIW (X), the global stable manifold at X, 

exists). By theorem 2.8, A(R)=l. 

(3) [Ma] A set AcR is said to be s-saturated if whenever 

XeA, we have WS(X)cA. 

Lemma 7.8: Let ae~ be any (ergodic) measure with e 

absolutely continuous conditional measures on unstable 

manifolds. Then a=u, the unique S-B-R measure on R shown to 

exist in theorem 7.6. 

Proof: Let G:=<XeRIX is a- generic). It suffices to show 
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that A(G»O. Namely, if this is so, then since G'={u-generic 

points of R} has A(G' )=1, it follows that G'nG~0. This 

immediately implies a=u, as desired. 

Since, a is ergodic, a(G)=l by the Birkhoff Ergodic Theorem. By 

definition 4.1 (of absolutely continuous conditional measures on 

unstable manifolds) part c(2l, there exists n€~+ and C€~n' c a piece 

of unstable manifold on R, such that ; (Grc)=~ (c»O. 
n n 

By part c(l) 

we must have mC(Grc»O. Let B=Grc. Then l(B»O. 

By a proof analogous to the proof of lemma 6.3, it follows that G 

is s-saturated. If XeB then XeG and WS(X)eG so that 

S :=Bu U ¢ (BrP leG (see section VI for definitions). 
r s:Sr s s 

Sy lemma 6.6, 

3 TS>O such that Vr:STS ' A(Br»O implying the desired result that 

A(G»O. 
II 

Lemma 7.9: If 1.)e.M. is such that 1.) has absolutely 

continuous conditional measures on unstable manifolds of R, 

then almost every ergodic component a€.M. of 1.) has this same 
e 

property. 
III 

Lemma 7.10: If 1.)e.M. has absolutely continuous conditional 

measures on unstable manifolds of R, then 1.):u, the unique S-B-R 

measure on R. 

Proof: By lemma 7.8, there do not exist measures a
1
,a2 €.M.

e
, 

~1~a2 such that both have absolutely continuous conditional 

measures on unstable manifolds of R. It thus follows from 
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lemma 7.9 that u is ergodic. Lemma 7.8 then implies that 

u=u. 
1/1 

Lemma 7.11: is the unique Sinai-Bowen-Ruelle measure 

on the trapping region R. 

Proof: Follows immediately from theorem 7.5 and the above 

lemma 7.10. 
III 

Proof of theorem 1.8: By uniqueness of the S-B-R measure, 

* it follows that ~ is the unique limit point of (P2)*~~' By 

A * 5.5 and theorem 6.8, we have that Pe=(P2)*Pe=(P2)*~e ~ ~ is 

the unique S-B-R measure on R, as desired. 
Ell 
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SUMMARY 

In this paper, we have connected two results. The first 

result, proven by Kifer [Kl-3] and Young [Y2], was that 

Sinai-Bowen-Ruelle measures for Axiom A attractors are stable 

under random perturbations. The second result, proven by 

Young [Y1J, Collet and Levy [CL] and Rychlik [RJ, was that 

S-B-R measures exist for the Lozi mapping. The natural 

extension of these two results is the premise of this paper. 

Namely, we have shown that S-8-R measures are stable under 

random perturbations of the Lozi mapping. Our approach to 

the proof of this proposition was the dynamical systems 

perspective taken by Young [Y2]. We represent our random 

perturbations as the Lozi mapping followed by a random 

translation. From this point of view, we retain the geometry 

of the Lozi map, allowing us to relate invariant measures of 

the random process to measures with absolute continuity 

properties on unstable manifolds. The theorem is then proved 

by showing that this absolute continuity property is passed 

on to the "zero noise" limit, i.e. to the system where no 

perturbations occur, namely the Lozi mapping itself. 

Finally, by standard techniques, we know that for the 

unperturbed Lozi map, measures with absolutely continuous 

conditional measures on unstable manifolds are equivalent to 

Sinai-8owen-Ruelle measures. 
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APPENDIX 

The appendix is a pictorial "proof' of the main theorem of 

this paper. Pictures such as these first indicated that the 

result was theoretically possible. The very simple "BASIC" 

program has also been included so that the reader can 

convince himself that the points used were indeed arbitrary. 

We have used a=1.7 and b=.5 as in the original paper by Lozi 

(LJ although certainly other values satisfying the conditions 

(1)-(6) on page 17 can be used. 

The first five figures show the orbit of the point 

(0,.5). The degree of randomness allowed is as follows: (1a) 

&~.07, (2a) &~.05, (3a) &~.025, (4a) &~.01, (5a) &~.O. As 

one can see the figures successively become much sharper; 

the points moving onto the true attractor. The sixth figure 

is the orbit of the point (.2,-.4) taken with &~.O This 

figure was included to reassure the reader that a S-B-R 

measure really does exist, i.e. that asymptotic behavior of 

Lebesgue a.e. point is the same. 



The BASIC program: 

SCREEN 2 
CLS 
a = 1.7: b = .5 
xnew. = .01: ynew' = .5' 
rd = 10: itt = 5000 
REM values rd=7, 10, 20, 50, 
LINE (290, 10)-(290, 190) 
LINE (0, 110)-(640, 110) 
FOR i = 1 TO itt 

x' = xnewi: yl = ynew. 

111 

'randomness = epsilon = .5/rd 
x=0,y=.5, x=0.2,y=-0.4 

'draws the x-axis 
'draws the y-axis 

c = (RND - .5) / rd: d c (RND - .5) / rd 
xnew' = 1 + b * yi - a * ABS(X#) + c: ynew. = xl + d 
IF ABS(xnew.) > 2 THEN 'the points have left the attract or 

GOTO 10 
ELSE PSET (200 * xD + 290, -50 * yl + 110) 

END IF 
NEXT 1 
10 as = "" 'allows printing using shlft+prtsc 
WHILE as = "": as = INKEY$: WEND 
END 
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